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ABSTRACT

Rui Peng
Design and Characterization of a Multi‐beam Micro‐CT Scanner Based on Carbon
Nanotube Field Emission Technology
(Under the direction of Professor Otto Zhou)
In this dissertation, I will present the results for my Ph.D. research for the past
five years. My project mainly focuses on advanced imaging applications with a multi‐
beam x‐ray source array based on carbon nanotube field emission technology. In the
past few years, research in carbon nanotubes gradually changed from the raw material
science to its application. Field emission x‐ray application is one of the hottest research
areas for carbon nanotube. Compared to traditional thermionic x‐ray sources, the
carbon nanotube field emission x‐ray source has some natural advantages over
traditional thermionic x‐ray sources such as instantaneous x‐ray generation,
programmability and miniaturization.
For the past few years, the research and development of carbon nanotube field
emission x‐ray has shifted from single x‐ray beam applications to spatially distributed
multi‐beam x‐ray sources. Previously in Zhou group, we have already built a gated
micro‐CT system with single beam micro‐focus x‐ray tube for higher spatial and
temporal resolution as required in live animal imaging and a multi‐beam tomosynthesis
iii

system targeting for faster and more stable breast imaging. Now my project mainly
focused on the design, characterization and optimization of a multi‐beam micro‐CT
imaging system. With the increase of gantry rotation speed approaching the mechanical
limit, it is getting more and more difficult to further speed up the CT scanning. My new
system promises a potential solution for the problem, and it serves as a great test
platform for truly stationary micro‐CT geometry. The potential capabilities it showed
during the characterization and imaging measurements was promising.
The dissertation is composed of five chapters. In Chapter 1, I will generally
review the physics principles of x‐ray generation and interaction with matter. Then the
discovery of carbon nanotube and its great potential to serve as an excellent field
emission electron source will be introduced in the second chapter, also the synthesis
and technique of carbon nanotube field emission x‐ray source fabrication demonstrated.
Chapter 3 will be mainly describing the design of the multi‐beam micro‐CT system.
Afterwards characterization, optimization and results from imaging measurements will
be discussed in Chapter 4. Finally the conclusion and future work of this field will be
given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

1‐1 Historical review of X‐ray radiation

During the past century after its discovery, x‐ray related technology has emerged
from planar radiography to three‐dimensional computed tomography and radiation
therapy. It all started in 1895, when x‐rays were first discovered by Prof. Wilhelm
Conrad Röntgen, a physicist at Julius Maximilian University of Würzburg in Germany) [1,
2]. During the experiment with a cathode ray tube, he noticed that a screen across the
room fluoresced despite the fact that the tube was covered in a black cardboard box
and the screen was simply too far away for the cathode ray to hit. He then realized that
he might discover an invisible “light”, and named it “x‐ray” afterwards.
The discovery of x‐rays earned him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901, which was
the very first Nobel Prize in history. Although having a great discovery, Röntgen did not
patent it so that the newly discovered x‐rays could be used freely for anyone in various
areas. Without many barriers, scientists from different areas started to work on the
possible applications with this new x‐ray technology. Only two months after Röntgen’s
discovery, Drs. Ratcliffe and Hall‐Edwards used x‐ray in medical examination for the first
time.

Figure 1‐1 Prof. W
Wilhelm Con
nrad Röntgen
n and the very first x‐rayy image from
m Ms. Röntgeen’s
d (Image rep
produced from: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibittion/dreamanatomy/da__g_Z‐
hand
1.htm
ml)

Later on
n, the appliccation of x‐rray graduallyy spread to science and
d engineerin
ng,
astro
onomy, medical sciencce and manyy other indu
ustries. Mosst of those aapplicationss
utilizze the property of interaction betw
ween x‐ray and matterr. In astrono
omy and
cosm
mology, x‐raay satellites detect and transmit th
he data about the x‐rayy emission frrom
celeestial objectss, while x‐raay telescopees are used to observe remote objects in x‐rayy
specctrum[3]. In
n material sciences, x‐ray crystallography inveestigates thee lattice stru
ucture
and spatial conffiguration o
of atoms in d
different maaterials by tthe x‐ray difffraction pattern.
Another major application for x‐ray is imaging, m
mainly relyingg on the atttenuation off x‐ray
different maatter [4‐7]. In airport, x‐ray
x
imagin
ng is used to
o detect safeety
phottons from d
hazaards; in indu
ustry, it’s wiidely used to find crackks and leakaage; in medicine, x‐ray
2

d tomograph
hy and mam
mmography,, is also an im
mportant non‐
imagging such ass computed
invaasive diagno
ostic tool[8].. Figure sho
ows some o
of the comm
mon x‐ray ap
pplications
men
ntioned abo
ove.

(a)

(b)

(cc)

(d)

Figure 1‐2 (a) Th
he Chandra X‐ray
X
telesco
ope is launched in July 19
999 (reprodu
uced from
e D8 Advancce X‐ray diffrraction mach
hine (reprodu
uced
http://jelley.wustl.edu/x‐rayy/) (b) Burke
from
m www.wmi..badw.de/methods/xrayy.htm) (c)Anaalogic OnGuaard DualUse airport secu
urity
machine (reprod
duced from http://www
h
w.analogic.co
om/products‐security‐che
eckpoint‐ongguard‐
OMATOM De
efinition duaal source CT sscanner (reproduced from
m
dualluse.htm) (d)) Siemens SO
http://www.medical.siemen
ns.com/)

1‐2
2 Funda
amentalss of x‐ra
ay generration

X‐ray is a specific kiind of electrromagnetic radiation with
w short wavelength
w
[[2, 9,
10]. Generally x‐ray is prod
duced by in
nteraction between highly energetic electronss and
3

matter. The kin
netic energyy of the elecctron is then
n transform
med into elecctromagnettic
energy. Typical wavelength
h of x‐ray (λλ) ranges fro
om about 10
0‐8 meters to
o 10‐12 meteers,
with
h corresponding photon
n energies E = 120 eV to 1.2 MeV. Higher eneergy (shorteer
wavvelength) ph
hotons are ccalled γ‐rayss, and lowerr energy rad
diation (longger wavelen
ngth)
phottons are callled ultravio
olet (UV).

Figurre 1‐3 electro
omagnetic w
wavelength raange[2]

4

X‐rays are generated in two different ways: either by electrons switching energy
levels within an atom or by interaction encountered by free electrons [2, 9‐12].
Electrons move around the nucleus of atom within shells at various energy levels. When
an electron occupies an energy shell greater than its ground state, namely the state of
lowest energy level, it is in an excited state. Given extra energy, such as absorbing a
photon or colliding with a nearby particle, an electron could become excited. However,
it could not stay in an excited state for very long, and will return to the ground state.
When it does so, a photon is emitted which has the same energy as the difference in
energy level between the excited and ground state. Since the energy and wavelength of
the photon are related, we see this photon at a specific wavelength in the spectrum.
Because there are many energy shells in any particular atom, there are many different
possible energies with different initial and final values. When an atom is in an excited
state, the electron can drop all the way to the ground state, or stop in an intermediate
level, generating photons in different wavelength. Of the common elements in the
universe, Fe and O usually are the two most prominent sources of X‐ray lines as well as
other rare proton‐rich elements and radioactive isotopes.

5

Figure 1‐4 A: Exccitation (leftt) and de‐exccitation (righ
ht) with the ssubsequent rrelease of
B: Ionization and the prod
duction of deelta rays. (re
eproduced frrom
electtromagneticc radiation. B
[13]))

On the o
other hand,, X‐ray could
d also be geenerated wh
hen free electrons interract
with
h matter. Th
here are two types of rradiation asssociated witth the x‐rayy generation
n from
freee electrons, white/contiinuous radiaation (Brem
msstrahlung)) [2] and chaaracteristic
radiation as dep
picted in Figgure 1‐5.

6

Figure 1‐5 A typiical X‐ray speectrum with a tungsten ttarget at 150
0kVp. Both ffiltered
msstrahlung and characteristic radiattion are show
wed
Brem

Bremssttrahlung meeans “brakin
ng radiation
n” in German, and it desscribes the
radiation emitteed when fasst‐moving eelectrons aree decelerateed or in oth
her words
“braaked” in certain circumstances, succh as acceleerating past a charged p
particle or
anotther photon
n and movin
ng in a electtromagneticc field. The most comm
mon situatio
on is
the emission fro
om a hot gaas as the eleectrons collide with thee nuclei due to their ran
ndom
therrmal motion
ns. This is caalled “therm
mal bremsstrrahlung”. Another typee of
brem
msstrahlungg that is disccussed moree frequentlyy in medical imaging haappens wheen
fast‐‐moving eleectrons deceelerated wh
hen approacching the po
ositive nucleear field of aan
atom
m. Such inteeractions reeduce the kiinetic energgies of the in
ncident elecctrons and ggive
off eelectromagn
netic radiatiion, and wh
hen energy is high enou
ugh, that rad
diation is in the
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X‐ray region of the electromagnetic sp
pectrum. Th
he kinetic energy of thee incident
elecctrons could
d not be disssipated com
mpletely in a single collission. Typicaally, these
colliding electro
ons hit electtrons in the target material with a glancing blow dissipating
som
me energy ass emitted X‐‐ray photons. Then these photoeleectrons hit o
other electrons in
the target mateerial emittin
ng lower eneergy X‐ray p
photons or h
hit valence eelectrons
prod
ducing heat. Thus the w
white radiattion spectrum does havve a minimu
um wavelength or
maxximum energy related to
t the kinetiic energy off the inciden
nt radiation beam, and
conttinues to lon
nger waveleengths or lo
ower energiees until all o
of the kinetic energy is
abso
orbed. The h
highest inteensity of em
mitted white radiation spectrum is o
obtained att a
wavvelength thaat is about 1
1.5 times thee minimum wavelength
h.

Figure 1‐6 Brem
msstrahlung rradiation arisses from ene
ergetic electrron interactions with an
mic nucleus. In a close ap
pproach, the
e positive nucleus attractts the negatiive electron,
atom
caussing deceleraation and red
direction, thu
us a loss of kinetic
k
energgy that is con
nverted to an
n x‐
ray. (reproduced
d from [13])
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Compared to Bremsstrahlung, the characteristic radiation only comprises a
minor part of x‐ray radiation. Characteristic radiation only occurs when a high‐speed
electron with energy higher than the binding energy of the target atom collides with one
of the inner shell electrons and knocks out this inner electron, leaving a vacancy at this
energy level. Then an electron in a higher energy state (outer shell) would move down
to fill this vacancy, emitting an x‐ray photon. These emitted x‐ray photons have
energies that are equal to the difference between the binding energies of the filled in
electron and the electron that was knocked out. Since the binding energies of different
shells are mainly determined by elements’ fundamental properties such as the atomic
structures, and could be calculated by modern quantum mechanics, this type of
radiation is called characteristic radiation. Figure 1‐7a depicts the detailed process of
characteristic x‐ray generation while Figure 1‐7b shows a typical x‐ray spectrum from
tungsten target where the bremsstrahlung radiation base and the characteristic
radiation sharp peaks. The ratio between characteristic x‐rays and Bremsstrahlung x‐
rays would increase with the incident electron energies above the threshold energy for
characteristic x‐ray production. For instance, at 80kVp, characteristic x‐ray production
only comprises about 5% of the total x‐ray output in a tungsten anode tube, whereas it
increases to 10% at 100kVp[13].

9

(a)

(b)

Figure 1‐7 a. Generation of a characteristic x‐ray in a target atom occurs as following (1) the
incident electron interacts with the K‐shell electron (2) the K‐shell electron is removed (only if
the energy of the incident electron is greater than the binding energy), leaving a vacancy in
the K shell. (3) an electron from the adjacent L shell (or other higher energy level shells) fills
the vacancy. (4) a Kα characteristic x‐ray photon is emitted with an energy equal to the
difference between the biding energies of the two shells. b. The filtered spectrum of
bremsstrahlung and characteristic radiation from a tungsten target with 90kVp depicts specific
characteristic radiation energies from Kα and Kβ transitions. (reproduced from [13])

1‐3 Interaction between x‐ray and matter

When traversing matter, photons will penetrate, scatter or be absorbed.
Interactions between x‐ray photons and matter occur in different forms, depending on
the incident energy of incoming radiation and physical properties of the matter. In
diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine, three types of interaction mainly play
important roles: Coherent scattering, Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption.
The remaining types of interactions such as pair production and photodisintegration
only occur with high energy photons in the order of MeV level which is beyond the
diagnostic range.
10

The stud
dy of these interactionss is essentiaal for develo
oping thorou
ugh
understanding of how med
dical imagess are formed
d and how xx‐ray detecttors work.

1‐3
3‐1 Coherrent scatttering

Coheren
nt scatteringg mainly occcurs with veery low energy diagnosstic x‐rays, aaround
15 to 30 keV, ass used in maammograph
hy. In this tyype of interraction, the incident ph
hoton
mediately
interacts with the entire attom and thee target atom’s electron cloud imm
radiates this en
nergy, emitting a photon of the sam
me energy but
b in a sligh
htly differen
nt
n that is very close to th
he trajectorry of the incident
direction, typicaally a forwaard direction
photton as illusttrated in Figgure 1‐8. Th
he scatterin
ng angle gen
nerally increeases along with
the incident photon energyy.

Figure 1‐8 Coherrent scatterin
ng process sh
hows that th
he incident p
photon λ1 intteracts with the
t
et atom and the scattereed photon λ2 is then emittted with alm
most the sam
me energy merely
m
targe
towaards a differeent direction
n. (reproduce
ed from [13]])
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Detection of scattered photon is less desirable and essentially problematic for
image quality, however this type of interaction generally has low occurrence probability
in diagnostic range. Coherent scattering accounts for less than 5% of x‐ray interactions
with matter above 70keV and about 12% at most at 30keV.

1‐3‐2 Compton Scattering

Compton scattering occurs when only a portion of the incident photon’s energy
is absorbed and a photon is ejected with reduced energy. This interaction is most likely
to occur between photons and outer shell electrons as depicted in Figure 1‐9. The
electron is ejected from the atom, and the photon is scattered with some reduction in
energy. Compton scattering has ionization effect of the target atom and a division of
the incident photon energy between the scattered photon and ejection electron. The
increase of x‐ray photons’ wavelength when colliding with loosely bound electrons in
matter was discovered by A.H. Compton in 1923, thus such interaction was named
Compton scattering. [2]
With the increase of incident photon energy, both scattered photons and
electrons are scattered more toward the forward direction. In x‐ray transmission
imaging, these photons are much more likely to be detected by the image receptor
therefore worsening the image contrast. Moreover the ratio of scattered photons
decreases with the increasing of incident photon energy at given scattering angle, thus
with lower energy incident photons, for example x‐rays used in diagnostic imaging (18
to 150 keV), most of the energy is then transferred to the scattering.
12

Figure 1‐9 Comp
pton scatterin
ng. The incid
dent photon with energyy E0 interactss with a M sh
hell
n electron Eee‐ as well as the
t Compton
n
electtron that ressults in the eemission of tthe Compton
scatttered photon
n Esc at an an
ngle θ. (repro
oduced from
m [13])

The incident photon energy neeeds to be ssubstantiallyy larger than
n the targett
elecctrons’ bindiing energy ffor Compton scatteringg to take plaace, thus thee probability of
Com
mpton scatteering increases with thee incident p
photon enerrgy.

1‐3
3‐3 Photoelectric effect
e

Anotherr important type of inteeraction gen
nerally obseerved in diaggnostic imaging
is caalled the pho
otoelectric effect[2].
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Figure 1‐10 The photoelectric effect. Left diagram shows the photoelectric absorption
between a 100 keV photon and an iodine atom. The K shell electron is ejected with a kinetic
energy equal to the difference between incident photon energy and K shell binding energy.
And the vacancy in the K‐shell results in the transition of L‐shell electron to K‐shell, emitting Kα
characteristic x‐ray with energy equal to the difference in binding energies. Furthermore the
electron cascade will continue to emit other characteristic x‐rays in lower energy. The sum of
all these characteristic x‐ray energies equal to the binding energy of the ejected
photoelectron. (reproduced from [13])

Figure 1‐10 illustrated the detail process of photoelectric effect in which all of
the incident photon energy is transferred to an electron ejected from the atom. In this
case, the energy of the incident photon interacting with the electron must exceed the
value of its binding energy Eb. A portion of the energy is lost during the process of
overcoming the binding energy of the electron to its atom, while the rest becomes the
kinetic energy of the outcome photoelectron.

hfin  Eb  KEe
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Equation 1‐1

The probability of photoelectric interaction per unit mass is approximately
proportional to Z3/E3, where Z is the atomic number and E is the energy of the incident
photon [14]. Therefore in diagnostic imaging, most interactions between x‐ray photons
and bones as well as the image receptor are photoelectric effect, while the interaction
with soft tissue is mostly Compton scattering.
Unlike Compton interaction, the event of photoelectric effect has some benefits
for transmission type of x‐ray imaging since there would be no additional non‐primary
photons to degrade the image quality.

1‐4 Attenuation of x‐ray

The loss of photons during x‐ray beam passing through matter is called
attenuation as illustrated in Figure 1‐11. As discussed previously, attenuation is caused
by both absorption and scattering interactions between incident photons and matter.
At low incident photon energy, normally less than 26 keV, photoelectric absorption
dominates the attenuation process; while Compton scattering generally is dominant in
attenuation with higher energy incident photons interacting with high Z (atomic number)
material.
For a monochromatic x‐ray beam, the removal of the radiation per unit thickness
of material is called the linear attenuation coefficient (µ). Then the number of photons
lost Δn during traversing thickness Δx could be expressed as:
15

n     n  x

Equation 1‐2

After integration, the expression becomes:
I  I 0e  x

Equation 1‐3

in which I is x‐ray photon number n transmitted through the material, and I0 is the
number of incident photons. The linear attenuation coefficient is generally a function
of photon energy, atomic number, material and electron density.[15]
In diagnostic imaging range, photoelectric effect and Compton scattering are the
two major contributing interactions. Thus the linear attenuation coefficient could be
expressed as the linear sum of two fractions resulted from these two different
interactions:

   s  a  compton   photoelectric

Equation 1‐4

Both  compton and  photoelectric are related to the material density and photon
energy:

 photoelectric    Z 3  E 3

Equation 1‐5

Compton    e  E 1

Equation 1‐6

where ρ is the density, Z is the atomic number, E is the photon energy and ρe is the
electron density of the material.
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As the liinear attenu
uation coeffficient µ is p
proportional to the matterial densitty, it’s
morre convenient to definee µ/ρ, mass absorption coefficient,, which then
n apparentlyy is a
consstant of the material, and indepen
ndent of its physical
p
state.

Figure 1‐11 Diagram of atten
nuation resulted from x‐rray photons traversing m
matter with ccertain
bsorbed and
d scattered photons,
p
Δn, are proportiional to n an
nd Δx. [14]
thickkness. The ab
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The model used above is for a material with a single element. Sometimes it is
useful to know the mass absorption coefficient of a substance containing more than one
element. In that case, the mass absorption coefficient is simply the weighted average of
the mass absorption coefficients of its constituent elements. If we assume w1, w2, etc.
are the mass fractions of elements 1, 2, etc., in the substance and (µ/ρ)1, (µ/ρ)2, etc.,
their mass absorption coefficients, then the mass absorption coefficient of the
substance is given by [10]

 n 
 w
 i 1 i   i

Equation 1‐7

It is important to remember that all the above derivations are based on the
assumption of a monochromatic incident x‐ray beam where in real applications,
polychromatic x‐ray are generally used where x‐ray photons with different energies co‐
exist in the x‐ray beam. The attenuation coefficient depends on the incident photon
energy, and decreases as the energy increases. As a result, when a heterogeneous x‐ray
beam passes through material, low energy photons are preferentially absorbed leaving
the transmitted x‐ray with more high energy photons. This is so‐called “beam hardening”
effect as illustrated in Figure 1‐12. Low energy (soft) x‐ray will not penetrate most
tissue in the body; therefore their removal will actually reduce the patient dose while
keeping the diagnostic quality.
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Figure 1‐12 Polyyenergertic xx‐ray beam ““hardens” ressulted from lower energgy photons being
orbed as theyy traverse matter.
m
(repro
oduced from
m [13])
abso

1‐5
5 X‐ray ssource ttechnolo
ogy

As discu
ussed previo
ously, x‐rayss are producced when highly energeetic particlees
interact with m
matter and co
onvert the iincident kinetic energy into electro
omagnetic
omplish this task generaally comprisses two main
radiation.[13] A device that can acco
com
mponents: A source of charged
c
parrticles and an
a external energy sourrce to accelerate
them
m.[16] Therre are various means of electron ggeneration aand acceleraation. The most
m
wideely adopted
d method started to be used with tthe first man‐made x‐raay tube by
Röntgen. X‐rayy radiation w
was generatted by applyying high vo
oltage acrosss a cathode ray
n’s experiment. And un
ntil the pressent day, this is still thee fundamental
tubee in Röntgen
tech
hnology of m
modern x‐raay tubes. With
W the deveelopment teechnology, tthere have been
som
me alternativve means fo
or x‐ray geneeration such
h as synchro
otron x‐ray, cold‐cathode
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field
d emission xx‐ray et al; h
however, the conventio
onal x‐ray tu
ube technology still
dom
minates the market.

Figure 1‐13 Scheematics of a stationary aanode x‐ray ttube. (reprod
duced from [[13])

1‐5
5‐1 Conve
entional x
x‐ray tube

The conventional x‐ray tube haas been wid
dely used ass an x‐ray radiation
geneeration app
paratus for a lot of applications. Ass depicted in
n Figure 1‐1
13, the majo
or
com
mponents in an x‐ray tub
be are catho
ode, anode,, and the vaacuum enveelope.
The source of electrons is the cathode,
c
wh
hich generally is a heliccal filament of
tunggsten wire ssurrounded by a focusin
ng cup, which is electrically connected to the
filam
ment circuitry and shap
pes the electtron beam llater on. Th
he filament circuit would
provvide a small voltage (arround 10v) tto the filament, generaating a curreent which th
hen
heatts up the filaament to ass high as 100
hrough
00˚C and reeleases the eelectrons th
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thermionic emission. Electrons then get accelerated through the vacuum within x‐ray
tube by the high electric potential applied between anode and cathode and eventually
bombard the anode material.
The anode is a metal target electrode normally with high positive potential with
respect to the cathode. Electrons striking the anode deposit most of their kinetic energy
as heat, with a small fraction emitted as x‐rays. For the strength of the electromagnetic
interaction between an incoming electron and the nucleus is proportional to the charge
of the nucleus, the efficiency should be proportional to the atomic number Z of the
anode material[14]. The empirical result is expressed as:

efficiency  106 Z  kVp

Equation 1‐8

This relation can also be calculated by quantum mechanics. This is one important
reason why most commercial x‐ray tubes use tungsten or other high Z value materials as
anodes. The large amount of heat is one of the challenges in designing high power x‐ray
tubes.
As we see in Figure 1‐16, an x‐ray beam's intensity is not uniform throughout its
entirety. As x‐ray radiation is emitted from the target area in a conical shape
isotropically, photons directed toward the anode side of the field would transit a greater
thickness of the anode thus experience more attenuation than those directed toward
the cathode side of the field. Measurements have determined that the intensity in the
direction of the anode is lower than the intensity in the direction of the cathode.
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The factt that the intensities vaary in such a manner caauses visiblee differencess in
the density produced on th
he radiograp
phs. This ph
henomenon is called heeel effect an
nd is
illustrated below.

Figgure 1‐14 Illu
ustration of anode
a
heel eeffect. (repro
oduced from [13])

Due to tthe anode h
heel effect, iit is obviouss that a thick target perrpendicular to
the electron beeam would aabsorb mostt of the x‐raay photons. Therefore in x‐ray tub
be
de normally has a tiltingg angle. The anode anggle is defineed as the an
ngle of
designing, anod
the target surfaace with resspect to the central ray in the x‐rayy field, ranging normally
m 7 to 20 deegrees, with
h 12‐15 degrrees being m
most common. This tiltting angle
from
prim
marily determines the eeffective foccal spot size of the x‐rayy beam strikking on the
anod
de.
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Focal sp
pot size is deefined in tw
wo ways. Actual focal sp
pot size is th
he area on tthe
anod
de that is bo
ombarded b
by the incident electron
ns and is maainly determ
mined by the
cath
hode length. On the other hand, th
he effectivee focal spot size is the leength and w
width
of th
he focal spo
ot as projectted down th
he central raay in the x‐rray field. Th
he effective focal
spott width is eq
qual to the aactual focal spot size width;
w
while the length o
of the effecctive
focaal spot is sm
maller than the actual fo
ocal spot len
ngth by a facctor of sin  , θ being the
anod
de tilting an
ngle. This fo
oreshortening of the fo
ocal spot len
ngth is called
d the line fo
ocus
principle, depiccted in Figurre 1‐15.

Figure 1‐15 the illustration o
of line focus p
principle. (a)) a square (issotropic) cath
hode sourcee
uld produce rrectangular eeffective focaal spot afterr projection. (b) a rectanggular electro
on
wou
sourrce could be used to prod
duce an isotrropic (squaree) effective ffocal spot.[14
4]

Both thee heel effecct and the lin
ne focus principle are very
v
importaant in the anode
design, as anod
de with smaller tilting angle with reespect to th
he electron beam
b
would
d
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absorb most of the x‐ray photons; while large tilt angle gives bigger effective focal spot
size.

1‐5‐2 Synchrotron X‐ray Source

With the development of high energy physics, a new type of x‐ray source,
synchrotron x‐ray, became available. The invention of synchrotron x‐ray sources
represent an immense leap in performance over conventional x‐ray sources [17]. As
discussed early in this chapter, when charged particles experiences deceleration or
acceleration (either moving in a circle or straight line), x‐ray radiation is generated. As
illustrated in Figure 1‐16, if the speed of charged particles is close to the speed of light,
the emitted radiation is confined in a small angle[18].
Compared to a traditional x‐ray source, a synchrotron x‐ray source has many
advantages[17, 19]:


Super high flux: about hundreds of thousands times higher than conventional x‐
ray tubes. High spatial resolution: can be as small as sub‐micron meter or even
nano meter compared with tens and hundreds of micron meter resolution with
conventional x‐ray source.



Pulsed x‐ray radiation: Essentially desirable patterns of x‐ray waveform could
be generated.



Wide energy range of generated radiation: the radiation covers a wide range of
energy.
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Capabiility of mono
ochromatic x‐ray generation: wheen used with
h
monocchromator, tthe output x‐ray can bee confined in a small raange around
d
desired
d energy. Th
his is very useful in x‐raay imaging introduced later on.

FFigure 1‐16. Schematics of
o generation of synchro
otron x‐ray raadiation and
d its properties.
http://ww
ww.bessy.de
e/guided_tou
ur/en.02.sr.p
php?docs=2

The advvent of synch
hrotron rad
diation has o
opened up ccomprehenssive
opportunities fo
or science aand technolo
ogy[20]. Th
he invention
n of synchro
otron x‐ray
n performan
nce over con
nventional x‐ray
x
sourcees [17].
sourrces represeent an immeense leap in
How
wever, the generation
g
o
of synchrotrron x‐rays neeeds a high energy phyysics facility to
acceelerate the eelectrons, which
w
obviously is a tim
me‐consumin
ng and expeensive projeect.
Therre are only less than 10
00 such facilities all oveer the world
d. Thereforee, the appliccation
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of synchrotron x‐ray is much more restricted than other counterparts, despite all the
great properties synchrotron x‐ray beam have.

1‐6 X‐ray Source Based on CNT

X‐ray technology has evolved during the past century, with better engineering
and much more dedicated electronics. However the way to generate x‐ray has not
changed much, electrons from a heated filament striking a high voltage target. Such
type of electron generation is called thermionic emission. Conventional x‐ray sources
with thermionic electron source have been widely used in different applications.
However, it has some natural disadvantages that need alternative solution, such as heat
generation, large device size and slow response time. An electric driven field emission
mechanism has been investigated as x‐ray source for quite some time. Field emission is
a “cold cathode” technology with much less heat generation, but pioneers had
difficulties in fabricating and maintaining field emitter material until the emerging of
CNT field emission material. X‐ray source based on CNT field emission has been done in
our group. The novel x‐ray source has sub‐micro‐second temporal resolution and can
provide excellent flexibility in scaling. Several imaging systems using it have been built.
In the next several chapters, I will introduce my research on the x‐ray source based on
CNT and the imaging systems.
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Chapter 2

Carbon Nanotube Field Emission and
its application

Innovation of new materials with novel properties provides the driving force for
technology development. The development of material science has extended our
viewpoint from macroscopic to small nanometer scale dimensions. Material in nm scale
dimension inherit some of the most remarkable and unique physical and chemical
characteristics. Among all those investigations for nanomaterials, carbon nanotube
(CNT) related research has been booming for the past two decades.
Carbon, as the most versatile element in the periodic table, is one of the
elements people have been using and studying for a long time. Interestingly, the
investigation of carbon nanotubes only started about 20 years ago when it was first
discovered by Ijima.
For its ideal 1‐D nanostructure, the carbon nanotube provides a perfect physical
model to investigate the fundamental science at the nanometer scale. Researchers
from various areas have been dedicated into understanding its unique physical and
chemical properties and using it in different applications. This field is progressing at
staggering rates with thousands of publications appearing in literature every year. Focus
of this chapter here would be the development and characterization of CNT field
emission cathodes, which play a critical role in CNT‐based field emission x‐ray source.

2‐1 Fundamentals of Carbon Nanotube (CNT)
2‐1‐1 History of the discovery of carbon nanotube

Tubular carbon nanostructures were first observed as early as 1952 by Soviet
scientists Radushkevich and Lukyanovich[1]. A paper by Oberlin, Endo and Koyama in
1976[2] clearly showed carbon fibers with nm‐scale diameter using a vapor‐growth
technique. In 1979, John Abrahamson presented evidence of carbon nanotube at the
14th Biennial Conference of Carbon, describing carbon nanotube as carbon fibers formed
on carbon anodes during arc discharge[3]. Furthermore, in 1981 another group of Soviet
scientists published some results of chemical and structural characterization of carbon
nanoparticles produced by a thermocatalytical disproportionation of carbon monoxide,
suggesting that carbon multi‐layer tubular crystals were formed by rolling graphene
layers into cylinders[4]. In 1985, as illustrated in Figure 2‐1a, fullerenes were discovered
by Rick Smalley and coworkers at Rice University[5], and then in 1990 Smalley proposed
the existence of a tubular fullerene[6]. However, it was not until almost 40 years after
the discovery of first carbon tublar nanostructure, when Sumio Iijima reported of the
accidental observation of carbon nanotubes in the journal of Nature in 1991[7] that
created a world‐wide interest and excitement, resulting in the development of
nanotube field at present. Figure 2‐1b shows the very first TEM images of multiwall
nanotube discovered by Iijima. Although carbon nanotubes were observed four decades
ago, it was not until the discovery of C60 and theoretical studies of possible other
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fulleerene structtures that th
he scientificc communityy realized th
heir importaance. Ever ssince
this pioneering work, invesstigation of the carbon nanotube h
has develop
ped into a leeading
areaa in nanotecchnology, exxpanding att extremely fast pace. O
Only 9 papeers containin
ng the
word “carbon n
nanotube” w
were publish
hed in 1992
2, and over 5
5000 publications weree
4. All these interests in this new fo
orm of carbo
on material were triggeered
printed in 2004
nd numerou
us potential application
ns.
by itts unique prroperties an

(a)

(b)

Figure 2‐1 a. Thee structure off C60
he very first high‐definitiion TEM imaage of multiw
wall carbon nanotube[7]
n
b. Th

2‐1
1‐2 The Sttructure of CNT

Basicallyy there are ttwo types o
of carbon naanotube, sin
ngle wall (SW
WNT) and
multtiwall (MWN
NT). A SWN
NT could be seen as a ro
olled up single graphen
ne sheet desspite
the fact that the growth m
mechanism d
does not sugggest it is acctually formed in this w
way.
On tthe other haand, a MWN
NT is essenttially formed
d by multiplle concentriic SWNTs. In
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Ch aand T ,
ordeer to describ
be such fundamental characteristiics, we intro
oduce two vectors,
v
who
ose rectangle defines th
he unit cell aas illustrated in Figure 2‐2(a). Ch is the vectorr that
defines the circcumference on the surfface of the tube
t
conneccting two eq
quivalent caarbon
atom
ms, then a ccarbon nano
otube can be defined by the chiral vector:
C h  n a 1  m a 2

(a)

Equatio
on 2‐1

(b)

(d)
(c)

Fiigure 2‐2 (a) The graphen
ne sheet labe
eled with inttegers (n, m)), which coulld determinee
th
he diameter,, chiral anglee and type off the nanotube. (b), (c) and (d) are scchematics for
ziigzag, chiral aand armchaiir nanotube respectivelyy[8]
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The a 1 and a 2 compose the chiral vector along with a pair of index (n,m) which
denotes the number of unit vectors a 1 and a 2 respectively .
From Figure 2‐2, we noticed that the chiral angle θ is defined by the chiral vector
and the a 1 direction (also known as zigzag direction). The chiral angle is also determined
by the indexes n and m:

  tan 1  3m / (m  2n) 

Equation 2‐2

The chiral angle is used to categorized carbon nanotubes into three different
classes differentiated by their electronic properties: the zigzag and armchair nanotubes
correspond to θ=0˚ and θ=30˚, respectively, where n=m. All other nanotubes (0˚<θ<30˚)
are called chiral tubes.
The nanotube diameter can be given in terms of the indices (n, m):

dt  Ch /   3ac c (m2  mn  n 2 )1/2 / 

Equation 2‐3

where ac‐c is the C‐C bond length (1.421Å for graphite sheet). It’s obvious that a
nanotube can be specified by either the (n, m) indices or dt and θ equivalently.

2‐1‐3 Properties of CNT

With knowledge of the structure of carbon nanotube, it’s easier to understand
the unique physical and chemical properties that CNT exhibits.
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As CNT can grow from their base or tip continually, with sufficient carbon source
and energy they can essentially be fabricated over great length while maintaining the
nm‐scale tubular structure. Therefore CNT has natural sharp‐tip geometry, with aspect
ratio of 100:1 or greater.
It has been proved that CNT could be either metal or semiconductors with
different energy gaps, depending sensitively on the diameter and helicity of the tubes
[9‐12]. As discussed previously in the structure of CNT, the chiral angle or indices (n,m)
is used to separate CNTs into three classes differentiated by their electronic properties:
armchair, zigzag and chiral. Armchair CNTs are metallic; while zigzag and chiral
nanotubes can be semiconductors with n‐m=3j, where j is a nonzero integer, are very
tiny‐gap semiconductors; and all others (n‐m=3j±1) are large‐gap semiconductors.
MWNTs may have different electronic properties from shell to shell. This unique
property of CNT has triggered great interest in the use of CNT in microelectronics
applications. Multiple investigations have been done to measure the electrical
conductivity of CNTs, suggesting some of the isolated MWNTs exhibit current densities
over 106 A/cm2.[8, 13]
Carbon nanotubes also have exceptional mechanical properties due to the fact
that C‐C bond is one of the strongest bonds in nature. Because of their flexibility, CNTs
can be bent repeatedly up to 90° without breaking or damaging. It has been
demonstrated that carbon nanotubes can have large Young’s modulus up to 1.8 TPa [14]
[15, 16], compared to the 0.2 TPa modules for both Kevlar and stainless steel. The high
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aspect ratio, exceptional mechanical properties, tensile strength and low density of
CNTs make it a promising new material for strengthening of fibers in extremely strong
composite materials.
In addition to above mentioned properties, CNTs also showed extremely good
thermal conductivity of as high as 3000V/(m K) [17]compared to the range of around
300‐400 W/(m K) of metals such as gold and copper, known to be good thermal
conductors. At temperatures above 1000˚C and below room temperature, the linear
dependence of specific heat and thermal conductivity has been reported[18].

2‐2 Applications of CNTs in field emission

With extraordinary mechanical properties, unique electrical properties along
with chemical and thermal stability make CNTs suitable for many applications[19]. Some
of the applications are shown in Figure 2‐3.
The ability of CNT‐equipped AFM and SPM tips to detect sub‐nanometer feature
and deep trenches is enabled by the small tip diameter, large aspect ratio, and large
tensile strength. Also the strong mechanical properties of CNT make it a great
reinforcement material in high‐performance composite and fabrics. Its hollow tubular
structure has drawn great interest in using it as drug delivery carrier material in the
nano‐medicine area.
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With its electronic properties, semiconductor nanotu
ubes can be used for metal‐
sem
miconductor (Schottky) d
diodes, PN jjunction dio
odes, and fieeld‐effect trransistors (FFETs),
wheereas metal nanotubes can be used
d for single‐‐electron tunneling tran
nsistors. An
nother
poteential appliccation wherre CNT’s electronic prop
perties weree utilized is conductingg
plastic and polyymer compo
osite materiial.
Other potential app
plications off CNT includ
de catalyst support
s
and
d adsorbents,
or et al.
energy storage and biosensor and cheemical senso

(b))

(d)

( c)

Figgure 2‐3. App
plications baased on CNTss. (a): AFM tiip equipped with CNT. (b
b): Infineon
Teechnologies d
designed thiss carbon nan
notube transsistor, and it is one of thee smallest evver
maade. (c) DNA
A wrapped SW
WNT used ass biosensor in living cellss.[20] (d): Fieeld emission
dissplay based on CNT (courtesy of Xinttek Inc.).
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In our research group, we mainly focus on one of the most fascinating
applications with CNT, field emission devices, which would be elaborated later in this
chapter. The large aspect ratio and unique electrical properties make CNTs the ideal
field emitters. Potential applications include vacuum microelectronics, microwave
amplifiers, field emission displays, and x‐ray tubes.

2‐2‐1 Thermionic emission

Electrons can be emitted from metallic and semiconducting materials. At very
low temperature, most of the electrons reside at energy level lower than the Fermi
energy, Ef. Electrons are bounded inside the material because of the surface energy
barrier, also known as the work function  , and could only escape to an unbound state
referred to as the vacuum level showed in Figure 2‐4. There are two main processes
[21] for bound electrons to gain extra energy and escape to the vacuum level, either by
increasing the temperature to provide extra thermal energy for the electrons to
overcome the energy barrier, in this case, we call it thermionic emission; or supplying a
strong enough external electric field so that electrons could tunnel through the energy
barrier and form field emission. It is also possible for electrons to escape from material
and overcome the surface energy barrier given sufficient temperature and external field.
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Figure 2‐4 Poten
ntial energy ffor an electro
on in the vicinity of a meetal surface w
with/withou
ut
appllied field. The dashed line shows the energy barrrier that an eelectron musst overcome to
escaape to the vaacuum level w
without exte
ernal field, w
while the solid lines show
ws the reducttion of
enerrgy barrier both in heightt and width with an exte
ernal field ap
pplied. [21]

Thermio
onic emissio
on can be deescribed by Richardson
n‐Dushman eequation [2
22] as
show
wn as:

J

4 mek B2 2


)  A0T 2 exp((
)
T eexp(
3
k BT
k BT
h

Equatio
on 2‐4

wheere T is the temperature and  is the work fu
unction. Fro
om the equaation, we can tell
thatt log (J/T2) has
h a linear rrelationship
p with respeect to 1/T with negativee slope bein
ng the
work function  .
For therrmionic emission, the eemission currrent output increase w
with the
de material. Being simp
ple in fundaamental prin
nciple, therm
mionic
temperature off the cathod
used as elecctron sourcee in various areas such as x‐ray tub
bes,
emisssion has beeen widely u
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cathode‐ray tubes and other electronic apparatus. However, the same emission
principle brings in some natural disadvantages especially when trying to use thermionic
emission for extensive time. Over the time the cathode material might degrade due to
oxidation or heat induced problems, generally thermionic electron sources require ultra‐
high vacuum operating environment and high‐performance cooling apparatus,
therefore difficult to make a compact device out of a thermionic source. Another
problem associated with thermionic emission is the limit of switching speed due to the
requirement of high temperature. Therefore, without additional electronic devices,
thermionic electron source generally has slower response time.
Field emission, on the other hand, nicely fills some of the gaps in the applications
that thermionic emission leaves and becomes an alternative electron generation
mechanism.

2‐2‐2 Field emission

Field emission holds different mechanism than thermionic emission. As
illustrated in Figure 2‐4, with the presence of an external electric field, the surface
energy barrier is reduced so that at a relatively short distance from the material surface
the energy level in the vacuum is equal to the Fermi Level, with the energy level keeping
decreasing as the distance from the surface increases. The amount of reduction can be
expressed as:
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12

 eE 
  

 4 0 

Equation 2‐5

where e is the fundamental charge, E is the electric field strength and  0 is the
permittivity of vacuum. Meanwhile, the width of energy barrier becomes finite
therefore the electrons would be able to tunnel through.
The theoretic model built by Fowler and Nordheim[23‐25] successfully gave a
description of the electron emission with respect to the external field as:
 8  2m  1 2  3 2

e3 E 2


J
exp
v
y


8 h t 2  y 
3heE





Equation 2‐6

where J is the emission current density y    , h is the Planck's constant, m is the
electron mass, and t  y  and v y  are the Nordheim elliptic functions; to the first
approximation t 2  y   1.1 and v y   0.95  y 2 . Substituting these approximations in
Equation 2‐6, together with Equation 2‐5 for y and values for the fundamental constants,
it could be essentially rewritten as:

J  1.42 10

6

 6.44 107  3 2
 10.4 
exp  1  exp 
 2 


E




E2






Equation 2‐7

where J is in units of A/cm2, E is in units of V/cm1 and  in units of eV.
It has been reported that to achieve current densities of 102‐103 A/cm2, electric
fields of 3‐6×107 V/cm are needed[26] from flat surfaces, which is not practical in
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experimental conditions. Therefore generally field emission only becomes feasible
when there are protrusions with high curvature on the surface, and the local electric
field on the tip in enhanced by several orders of magnitude. The local electric field F
could be expressed as
F  V / d

Equation 2‐8

Where V is the electric potential applied to generate the electric field over a
distance of d, and β is called the field enhancement factor, which can be as high as
1200[27], and in some cases over 10,000[28]. It can be easily proved that the sharper
the tip, the larger the field enhancement factor, and the lower applied voltage required.
Combining the above equations, for a sharp tip emitter with emission area A, we
can get total emission current:

I  JA  aV 2 exp(b 3/2 / V )

Equation 2‐9

where the constants a  1.42  10 6 A 2 exp(10.4 /  1/ 2 ) / d 2 , b  6.44  10 7  3 / 2 d / 
This is one of the most important equations in electron emission theory and has
found many and varied applications. The plot ln(I / V 2 ) versus 1 / V is a straight line
and this curve is called Fowler‐Nordheim (FN) plot. From this equation, we can clearly
see that the emission current increase exponentially with the applied voltage. Also,
given certain applied voltage, emitters with higher field enhancement factor β will have
substantially better performance.
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2‐2‐3 Carbon nanotube in field emission

Before carbon nanotube plays an important role in field emission, early pioneers
have made much effort to fabricate field emitters feasible for various applications, such
as Spindt‐tip emitters [25]for field emission display (FED) [23, 25] and metal tip based x‐
ray tubes[29, 30] et al. However, those earlier attempts suffered two major drawbacks:
low stability and short life‐time. From the field emission theory, we know that work
function and external field strength would determine the emission current. Work
function is generally associated with the material’s atomic structure and chemical
properties, researchers have tried different materials, mostly metal and semiconductors
for field emitters.
Spindt and colleagues attempted to evaporate metal (Molybdenum) into small
apertures[25] to achieve high field enhancement rate, while others tried to etch silicon
into sharp tips[21] . Figure 2‐5 demonstrates the microfabrication procedure of a Spindt
type metal tip field emitter along with the SEM image of the cross‐section.
In spite of the some reasonable field emission results from those emitters, their
sharp tip geometry as well as the work function were too vulnerable to heating,
chemical reaction, material evaporation and ion bombardment[31]. As depicted in
Figure 2‐6, it’s clear that the sharp tip of this essentially pyramid shape of Spindt‐tip
could easily be altered when arcing happened, which greatly reduced the field
enhancement factor hence the field emission performance.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2‐5 (a) Miicrofabricatio
on procedurre for a Spind
dt type metaal tip (b) the SEM image o
of the
crosss section of a Spindt tip

be, research
hers realized
d that it wass a
With thee discovery of the carbon nanotub
greaat candidatee for field em
mitters. It has
h atomically sharp tip
p with field enhancemeent
facto
or much higgher than an
ny of those previous triials, thus evven when arrching or other
reacction affecteed the origin
nal tip, it wo
ouldn’t redu
uce the field
d enhancem
ment factor much
as depicted in tthe right sch
heme of Figu
ure 2‐6. Meeanwhile, w
with such higgh aspect raatio
ncement facctor, CNTs reequire loweer threshold
d electric field to emit, w
which
and field enhan
uce the high
h voltage associated arcching and other probleems. Compaarison of
redu
diffeerent field eemitters is shown in Errror! Referencce source nott found.. Furthermore, CNTs
are cchemical an
nd mechaniccally stable compared tto other maaterial.
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matics of arciing damage tto Spindt‐typ
pe emitters ((left) and to CNT emitterrs
Figure 2‐6 Schem
ht) [19].
(righ

Cathode Material

Threshold Field (V/µm) for 10 mA/cm
m2

Mo tips

50‐100

Si tips

50‐100

p‐type diamond

160

nd
Defectivee CVD diamon

30‐120

Amorpho
ous diamond

20‐40

Cesium‐ccoated diamond

20‐30

Graphitee powders

10‐20

Nano‐diaamond

3‐5 (unstable > 30 mA/ccm2)

Carbon N
Nanotubes

m2)
1‐2 (stablee >4000mA/cm

hold field req
quired for a 1
10 mA/cm2 eemission currrent density for common
n
Table 2‐1 Thresh
emittters. [32, 33
3]

As the eemission currrent of a CNT field em
mitter is deteermined by the externaal field,
the removal of applied volttage would instantly sh
hut off the field
f
emissio
on. Therefo
ore,
CNTT field emisssion sourcess are most vvaluable in aapplicationss require fasst switching
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speed as well as accurate timing control. A good example is x‐ray generation, especially
in the medical area where x‐ray exposure to the patients’ needs to be cautiously
controlled. In x‐ray medical imaging area, such as computed tomography, where x‐rays
needs to be fired at high speed and a certain pattern, CNT field emission source would
definitely be desirable.

2‐3 Fabrication of CNT field emission cathode

In order to fully utilize the excellent field emission properties of CNTs in various
applications, it’s necessary to find a way to integrate CNTs into devices and systems.
Depending on different purposes, CNTs generally could be used as point electron source
or area electron source. Point electron source normally contain only one or a few CNTs
and could be used as electron gun in electron microscope; whereas area electron source
on which a film with CNTs is deposited in a certain area. For applications requires higher
emission current, such as x‐ray tube and field emission display, area source is preferred.
The concentration of my Ph.D. study is the application of CNT field emission source in
medical imaging. In the following part the fabrication and application of the CNT area
electron source will be discussed in more details.
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2‐3‐1 Electrophoresis Deposition (EPD) of CNT electron source

There have been numerous methods of fabricating CNT area electron source
such as spray deposition[34], self‐assembly, [35, 36]screen printing[37] et al. In our
group, the most commonly used technique is Electrophoresis Deposition (EPD) [38]for
CNT area cathode fabrication. EPD is a high throughput and automated industrial
process that has been widely used for coating particles [39]. This method is a liquid
phase process utilizing the molecular polarizability of small particles in an electric field
enabling efficient deposition of homogeneous CNT coatings on conducting substrates
with fine control of the film thickness and morphology. As depicted in a metal surface
and the substrate for CNT deposition is connected the opposite electrodes respectively.
Both electrodes are immersed in the alcohol or water based CNT suspension with salt or
other ion source additives as “charger”. With a DC electric filed applied between the
two electrodes, the “charger” particles facilitate CNTs selectively attached to the
exposed area pre‐defined to form a homogenous layer of coating. Salt and electrical
polarity could be chosen to define the direction of CNT deposition, for example, if MgCl2
is used as “charger”, then the CNTs would migrate to the negative electrode, whereas
NaOH would facilitate the CNTs to move towards positive electrode. Normally, a layer
of glass was pre‐deposited before the CNT layer to help the adhesion between CNTs and
the target substrate.
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Figure 2‐7 Schem
matic diagram
m of EPD sett‐up. CNTS arre attracted to the negattive electrode and
d to the cond
ducting parts of the subsstrate and fo
orm a pre‐de
efined area co
oating. [40]
bond

2‐3
3‐2 Fabriccation of CNT cath
hode

In orderr to help thee adhesion o
of CNT coating and the substrate, a glass layer is
depo
osited first, then the CN
NT layer. In our experim
ment, a com
mmercial glaass powder SCB‐
13 iss used to facilitate the CNT adhesion
The susp
pension for glass and C
CNT deposition are mad
de by follow
wing the recipes,
resp
pectively:
e
: H2O = 400mg : 120mg : 12mg : 400m
ml : 10ml
Glass: Fee : MgCl2 : ethanol
CNT: eth
hanol : H2O : MgCl2 = 10mg : 400m
ml: 8ml : 5mgg
Before tthe EPD pro
ocess, the su
uspension iss sonicated ffor 5min to disperse th
he
preccipitated particles. The Mg2+ charggers will bun
ndle with glaass particless or the CNTTs
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after sonication. As depicted in Figure 2‐7, a metal surface and the target substrate are
connected to the positive and negative electrode of the power supply respectively,
while being immersed in the suspension. Only a pre‐defined area on the target
substrate is exposed and in contact with the suspension, therefore the pattern and
shape of CNT film could be easily controlled. With the help of the DC electric field
between two electrodes, the Mg2+ chargers which have been bundled with the particles
(glass or CNTs) in the suspension already would carry the particles to move towards the
deposition sites. After electrophoresis deposition, the cathodes are further annealed at
around 500°C in 10‐6 Torr vacuum for an hour. The annealing temperature is close to
the transaction temperature of glass particles used so that the glass grits would melt
and form a firm bondage between the CNT roots and the substrate. After annealing the
CNTs on the topmost surface become vertically with one ends firmly embedded in the
composite matrix formed by the glass, the other ends protruding out as depicted in
Figure 2‐8(b). An activation process is also implemented before testing the CNT samples.
A specialty tape is used to mechanically remove loose ends of the CNTs on the surface,
as well as “lift up” the CNTs left on the surface with stronger bonding. Therefore most
of the CNTs on the film will be protruding up, which is a preferred morphology for field
emission applications, as shown in Figure 2‐8(c).
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Figure 2‐8 SEM im
mages show
wing the top surface
s
of th
he compositee CNT film bo
oth: (a) before and
m annealing. The CNTs aree randomly o
oriented on the surface. (c) Corss‐
(b) aafter vacuum
sectiional SEM im
mage of the C
CNT cathodee after the acctivation pro
ocess. The surface CNTs aare
now
w vertically alligned in thee direction peerpendicularr to the substtrate surfacee. Corss‐sectional
SEM
M images of tw
wo cathodess fabricated under the saame conditio
ons except diifferent CNT
conccentrations in the EPD su
uspension. C
Cathode in (e
e) was made in a suspenssion with 4×
× the
CNT concentratio
on than the cathode in (d).[41]

Anotherr advantagee of EPD method is thatt the densityy and film th
hickness of the as
depo
osited filmss are controllable. Density of the ffilm depends on the con
ncentration
n of
the EPD suspen
nsion. Figure 2‐8(d) and
d (e) clearlyy demonstraates the incrrease of CNTT
ncrease of suspension cconcentratio
on, the exacct amount iss hard
packking densityy with the in
to determine th
hough. The film thickneess depends on the EPD experimeental conditiions
h as the DC voltage, currrent and deeposition tim
me. Averagge thicknesss of our deposited
such
film under same conditions is around 15 µm with
h less than 1
10% variatio
on. It is also
o
noticed that thee film is sligghtly thickerr around thee edge than center, witth variation of
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about 5‐10 µm over around 2000 µm distance due to the electric field being
concentrated and enhanced around the edge of the exposed deposition sites.[41]
As described above, the EPD method provides much flexibility of field emission
cathode design by controllable deposition area and patterns, along with approximate
control of the film density and thickness.
The size, shape the packing pattern of CNT films can be controlled by only
exposing the desirable area to the EPD suspension while blocking the rest. Our earlier
attempts of cathode generation used shadow masks and polished cylindrical metal
substrates shown in Figure 2‐9(a). A Teflon cap with pre‐defined size of opening was
used to cover the substrate by mechanically tight contact with the deposition substrate,
in this case a polished metal surface. However, this method works only reasonably for
relatively larger sized cathodes (down to 1mm in diameter). Over the time, it would
distort the post‐deposited shape over the time due to the loose sealing of the substrate,
thus the EPD suspension could leak into the blocked area, creating irregular shape
around the edge.
For applications requiring smaller cathode size and more accurate film shape
control, such as micro‐focus x‐ray generation for medical imaging, the shadow mask
method becomes less desirable. Therefore, an alternative method was used in which
microfabrication techniques such as photolithography were integrated.
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(b
b)

(a)

Figuree 2‐9 (a) Cyliindrical metaal substrate and shadow
w mask madee of
Teflon. (b) a pre‐ccut 2” silicon
n wafer with cathode patttern deposited by
metal sputtering and photolitthography

n dioxide layyer are chossen as the
Two inch Silicon waafers with a 5µm silicon
subsstrate for insulation purpose based
d on the req
quired voltaage required
d for our
application. Figgure 2‐9(b) sshows a preecut silicon substrate co
ontaining fivve cathodess on
the same waferr.
In orderr to fully utillize the sizee of the 2” sttandard wafers in roun
nd shape, a
speccific pattern
n of 5 cathod
des were deesigned and
d deployed aas shown in Figure 2‐9((b).
Copper is choseen as the co
onducting lin
nes for its high conducttivity, and another layeer of
Chro
omium is sp
puttered bettween the Copper
C
pattern and thee silicon to enhance
e
thee
adheesion.
A thin laayer of SU‐8
8 photoresisst is spin‐coaated on thee silicon waffers in the first
step
p. The waferrs are then exposed
e
under a UV ligght with pree‐designed p
pattern. Aftter
the development of SU‐8 laayer, only the area ded
dicated to th
he conducting lines is
osed. Then a thin layerr of Cr and C
Cu is sputtered on the wafer.
w
With
h the lift‐offf of
expo
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the photoresistt, we have a silicon baseed EPD subsstrate with metal conducting liness.
Afteerwards, ano
other layer of SU‐8 coaating is appliied with onlly CNT depo
osit sites exp
posed
after the develo
opment. Sin
nce SU‐8 is not alcohol soluble, theerefore it blocks the en
ntire
subsstrate excep
pt CNT depo
osition sites and now w
we have a ph
hotomasked
d substrate ready
for tthe electrop
phoresis dep
position. Th
he detail fab
brication pro
ocedure of these
phottomasked ssubstrates iss shown in Figure
F
2‐10. Before thee electropho
oresis depossition,
we u
use the dicin
ng saw to cu
ut the substtrates into d
desirable fin
nal shape ass illustrated in
Figu
ure 2‐11(a).

Figure 2‐10 The fabrication
f
p
procedure
off photomaskked silicon baased EPD sub
bstrates
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(a)

(b
b)

Figure 2‐11 (a) th
he post‐cut ssilicon based
d substrate w
with five CNTT cathodes deeposited. Co
opper
pes are used as conductin
ng material ffor both EPD
D process and
d the field em
mission. Cath
hode
strip
is 1m
mm circular sshape. The spacing betw
ween CNT catthodes is 5mm. (b) a speccially designed
EPD sample hold
der for the su
ubstrates in (a). It holds ttwo substrattes at a timee so that a to
otal
mber of ten C
CNT cathodess could be prroduced simu
ultaneously..
num

A speciaal substrate holder show
wn in Figuree 2‐11(b) is designed to
o accommod
date
two of such sub
bstrates sim
multaneouslyy so that mu
ultiple catho
odes could b
be produced at
the same time. After the EPD processs, a final liftt‐off processs is implemeented to rem
move
the photomask. The catho
ode then is vvacuum ann
nealed at 50
00 °C for an hour, and the
t
activvation tapin
ng procedurre is done beefore using the cathodes in experiments. This type
of parallel fabrication suitss the best fo
or applicatio
ons require multiple catthodes with
hin a
com
mpact space.. The consisstency of thee field emission perform
mance betw
ween cathod
des is
bettter for the EEPD conditio
ons are exacctly the sam
me. Glass sub
bstrates witth pre‐depo
osit
cond
ducting linees are used llater in my p
project to reeplace silico
on wafer forr better
insulation betw
ween cathod
des and the lower cost.
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2‐3
3‐3 Field e
emission
n characte
erization
n for the S
Si‐based ccathode

Before integrating tthe prepareed cathodess into another more complicated ssystem,
we n
need to chaaracterize th
he field emisssion stability and perfo
ormance. TThe field em
mission
currrent charactterizations of
o these film
m cathodes w
were measu
ured using a simple parrallel‐
plate configurattion.

Figure 2‐12 Left: the customiized field em
mission samp
ple holder for the silicon based 5‐cath
hode
nce at one time. Right: th
he simplified
d field
subsstrate. It can measure three cathodess’ performan
emisssion schemee. A metal pllate is served
d as anode w
with an exterrnal resistor connected as
a
prottector, while the cathode
e substrate iss connected the ammete
er for emissio
on current
meaasurement.

The illusstration in the right of FFigure 2‐12 is a simplified scheme of our field
emisssion testing set up. A metal
m
plate is served ass anode, and the electrric field is ap
pplied
betw
ween the an
node and CN
NT cathodess over the ggap distancee controlled by the glass
spaccers. The an
node surfacee is highly polished and
d well cleaneed to avoid vacuum
breaakdown. Thee entire set‐up is sealed inside a vaacuum cham
mber with 1
10‐7 Torr basse
presssure. The left figure sh
hows a custtomized field emission sample hold
der for the silicon
s
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baseed cathodess which could connect three
t
individual cathod
des and takee the
meaasurements.
With thee integratio
on of photolithography technique aalong with tthe parallel
fabrrication, multiple catho
odes would have
h
well deefined areas and shapees, in the
meaantime; theyy share iden
ntical EPD co
onditions which
w
would provide higgher uniform
mity in
the CNT deposition.

Figure 2‐13. Field
d emission I‐‐V curves of tthree cathod
des on the saame silicon ssubstrate
monstrate goo
od uniformitty
dem

Figure 2
2‐13 illustrattes the field
d emission I‐‐V curves off three cathodes from tthe
sam
me silicon substrate with
h 1mm diam
meter round
d shape. 10 kV voltage is pulsed att 100
with 10% du
uty cycle oveer 1mm disttance with 1
100 kΩ exteernal resisto
or. Despite the
t
Hz w
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fact that overall uniformity in field emission is decent, we can still notice the variance in
field emission performance from different cathodes. To generate the same 100 µA
current, variation of voltage among these three cathodes is about 5%. When applying
the same 1490 v voltage, the current variation is 11%. With the maturing of our
cathode fabrication technique, cathodes with much better performance and uniformity
have been achieved.
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Chapter 3

Design of multi‐beam micro‐CT
scanner

For years researchers and scientists have dedicated to finding alternative ways
for x‐ray generation in order to overcome some of the disadvantages from thermionic
sources such as high operating temperature, slow response time et al. Field emission as
a “cold cathode” technology, nicely fall into people’s sight. The concepts of field
emission x‐ray sources were suggested in the mid‐1950s. Unfortunately, all of the early
experimental systems suffered from either high extraction field or low emission current
due primarily to the limitations of the electron field emitters [1, 2]. CNT has been
widely considered as one of most prospective electron emission materials because of
their large aspect ratio, low threshold electric field and capability of providing large and
stable field emission current[3]. Interests around using CNT for x‐ray source started to
arise [4, 5]. The CNT source is most appreciated in applications that require high
switching speed and accurate x‐ray exposure control. More recently investigations on
using CNT field emission x‐ray sources for high resolution medical imaging purposes[6,
7], and CNT based electron beam radiation sources for radiobiological studies[8] have
drawn some public attention.

3‐1 Overview of computed tomography (CT) and Micro‐CT

Computed tomography (CT) is one of the most important breakthroughs in the
entire field of radiology [9, 10]. It enables the acquisition of 3D internal structural and
anatomic information within object in a completely non‐invasive way. Nowadays CT has
become an important probing and diagnostic tool for investigations in biological,
medical, material, and industrial applications [11‐20].
Computed tomography (CT) first became feasible with the development of
modern computer science and technology back in the 1960s, however some of the ideas
and concepts it is built upon could be traced back at the beginning of 20th century. In
1917, the Bohemian mathematician J. H. Radon proved the feasibility of “reconstructing”
material distribution or property in an object layer with knowledge of the integral values
among any number of lines passing through that layer[21]. The first experiments on
medical application of this type of reconstruction, however was done by a South African
physicist A. M. Cormack without the knowledge of those previous studies between 1957
and 1963. In 1972, English engineer G.N. Hounsfield successfully surprised the entire
medical world by developing the first CT scanner, again, without the knowledge of the
earlier findings mentioned above[9]. And he received the Nobel Prize in medicine in
1979 along with Cormack for this breakthrough. In 1974, Siemens became the first
traditional manufacturer of radiological equipment to market a head CT scanner. And
soon after that, in the late 70s, 18 companies started to offer CT equipment. At present
CT is one of the most important methods of radiological diagnosis. Based on recent
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statistics, by 2002 there were approximately 5000 CT units are installed in U.S. hospitals,
at a cost of up to a million dollars per unit [11]
Computed tomography systems have been through several major generations
for the past four decades. Parallel beam geometry was the basic design concept for the
first generation CT scanners including the very first EMI brain scanner. A highly
collimated pencil beam and one or two detectors swept across the object in a
translational fashion at each imaging position to collection transmission data as
illustrated in Figure 3‐1(a). Then the x‐ray source and detector pair rotated around the
object for another degree to the next imaging position to repeat the translational
projection image acquisition until 180° coverage is reached. First generation CT scanner
normally would require 4.5 to 5 minutes to acquire the entire dataset which restricted
the screening throughput. The second generation scanners use multiple pencil beams
coupled with a leaner detector array, resulting in a small‐angled fan beam geometry
whose apex originates at the x‐ray tube depicted in Figure 3‐1(b). The fan beam
translates across the object to collect a set of transmission data. Afterwards, both
source and object still needs to rotate to the next imaging position, with a rather large
angle compared to the first generation though. The larger rotational increments and
increased number of detectors shorten the scanning time to the range from 20s to 3.5
minutes. As showed in Figure 3‐1(c), the third generation scanners are still based on the
fan‐beam geometry, with a fan angle large enough to cover the whole object. Therefore
the rotational motion required for data acquisition is further reduced. The fourth
generation scanners are equipped 600 or more detector units as a stationary ring
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arou
und the objeect. X‐ray tube with fan‐beam rotates within the detecto
or ring. Mo
ore
receently, in the pursuit of sshorter scan
nning time, multislice o
or volume CTT scanners has
h
been developed
d. The dataa from thesee scanners are
a collected
d in volumees rather thaan
indivvidual slicess. In the scaanning process, the objject is transported thro
ough the gan
ntry
as th
he x‐ray tub
be rotates, forming
f
a sp
piral geomettry.

Figure 3‐1 The geeometries off the first fou
ur generations of CT scan
nners. A. Evo
olution of thee CT
nner: (a) The first‐generation of scann
ner using a p
pencil x‐ray beam
b
and a ssingle detecttor. (b)
scan
The second‐geneeration of scanner with a fan x‐ray beeam and mu
ultiple detecttors. (c) The third‐
b
and deetector arrayy. (d) The fou
urth‐generatiion of
geneeration of scaanner using a fan x‐ray beam
scan
nner with a faan beam and
d a stationarry circular deetector arrayy.
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CT technology has become a widely used diagnostic and probing tool in all sorts
of areas. However, the rather large spatial resolution of clinical CT scanners could not
meet the needs for high‐resolution application, for instance, small animal imaging.
The spatial resolution of a CT scanner is determined by the focal spot size of x‐
ray source and detector element size. As micro‐focus x‐ray tubes with micrometer level
focal spot become available, Micro‐computed tomography (micro‐CT) technique has
been developed to yield tomographic images of small objects [15, 18, 19].
It is actually a scaled down version of medical CT scanner but with much higher
spatial resolution, typically in the order of 10s of micrometers [15, 18‐20]. Micro‐CT has
become a powerful diagnostic tool for high‐resolution imaging of bone structures and
soft tissues of small animals, [14, 15] materials analysis, and inspection.

3‐2 Micro‐CT imaging system with single‐beam CNT micro‐
focus x‐ray tube

Simply speaking, X‐ray computed tomography is an imaging modality that
provides anatomical data by measuring the attenuation of x‐ray beam as it passes
through an object. In order to reconstruct two‐dimensional images of a slice within the
object, x‐ray attenuation projection data need to be acquired from multiple angles.
Therefore the x‐ray source equipped in a CT system affects its imaging capability directly.
Conventional thermionic x‐ray tubes are currently widely used for x‐ray generation in
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mosst of the com
mmercial CTT scanners. As discusseed in Chapteer 2, the theermionic
tech
hnology sufffers several inherent lim
mitations [2
22], which w
would essentially affect the
imagging qualityy of a CT sysstem. The slow
s
respon
nse time limits the temp
poral resolu
ution
of th
he x‐ray sou
urce while high
h operating temperaature resultss in short lifeetime and large
deviice size and complicatio
on.
On the ccontrary, du
ue to the insstantaneouss field emisssion nature, CNT field
emisssion x‐ray source
s
has made
m
high ttemporal reesolution feaasible [5, 23]. With ou
ur
EPD fabrication
n technique,, our CNT so
ource also provides
p
great flexibilityy in both source
ould
and system dessign, so thatt higher spattial resolution and novel system geometry co
hese CNT so
ources havee been succeessfully inteegrated into
o a micro‐foccus x‐
be aachieved. Th
ray tube,
t
based
d on which a dynamic single‐beam micro‐CT syystem.[24‐2
26]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3‐2 (a) A m
micro‐focus xx‐ray tube w
with CNT field
d emission x‐‐ray source. It could stab
bly
h as 2 mA tub
be current an
nd 100 µm eeffective focaal spot x‐ray beam. [24](b
b) A
geneerate as high
dynaamic single‐b
beam micro‐‐CT scanner eequipped witth CNT micro
o‐focus x‐rayy tube. It can
n
provvide 10 ms te
emporal reso
olution at 81
1 µm spatial resolution.
r
T system h
This
has the capability
of livve animal freee breathingg gated CT fo
or both respirratory and caardiac imaging.[26]
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Shown in Figure 3‐2
2(b), this sin
ngle beam m
micro‐CT sysstem consists of a comp
pact
CNTT field emisssion micro‐focus tube (sshown in Figgure 3‐2(a))), a flat paneel x‐ray deteector
(C79
940DK‐02, H
Hamamatsu), a small‐diiameter gon
niometer (H
Huber 430, G
Germany) an
nd a
stationary mouse bed, a ph
hysiological triggering ssystem (BioVet, Spin Syystems) and
d the
oth the x‐rayy tube and detector
d
rottates aroun
nd the statio
onary
centtral controlling PC. Bo
objeect to acquirre transmisssion data from multiplee angles. Ass the CNT field emission
currrent is driven by electricc field ratheer than heatt, it could bee fairly preccisely modulated
by vvarying the p
pattern and amount off external fieeld. Therefo
ore, by coup
pling the
physsiological siggnal (respiratory and caardiac) from
m the mousee with pulseed x‐ray beaam
and detector reeading, the single‐beam
s
m micro‐CT ssystem enab
bles the feaasibility of
prosspective gatted imaging for a free b
breath mousse. Some saample recon
nstructed im
mages
from
m this system
m for a card
diac disease mouse model are show
wn in Figuree 3‐3.

Figure 3‐3 Axial (a,
( b) and co
oronal (c, d) sslice images of a wild‐typ
pe mouse at 0 msec (a, c) and
m
(b, d) affter the R waave.
55 msec
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As described above, this system uses a single x‐ray beam in a step‐and‐shoot
mode; the total scanning time for 400 projections is around 400s. If operated in gated
mode, scanning time is essentially extended to 15‐30 minutes depending on the
respiratory and heart rates of the mouse.[26]

3‐3 Design of a Multi‐Beam Micro‐CT system based on CNT
field emission technology
3‐3‐1 The evolution of CT geometry for faster scanning

High screening throughput and faster scanning speed is always desirable for CT.
With the improvements in x‐ray source and informational technology, the scanning
speed has already increased [21, 27]. As introduced in previous section, over the 40
years of CT development, it has evolved several generations, and each evolution comes
with improvement in scanning speed. From the 1st generation’s pencil beam translate
and rotate scanning scheme to the 2nd generation’s fan‐beam, the scanning time to
acquire a full dataset decreases from around 5 minutes to 20s. With larger fan‐angle
beam that covers the whole body, the 3rd generation CT scanner could finish a whole
scan in 1 to 3 seconds. Fourth generation scanners equips with a stationary multi‐
detector ring and only needs to rotate the x‐ray tube, with a similar fan‐beam scheme,
the scanning time is also very short.
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In the m
mid 1980's, tthe inventio
on of the power slip ringg facilitated
d the invention of
spiraal (helical) scanners
s
witth scan timee less than a second [28
8]. Unlike the
t previouss
geneerations, in helical CT, projections
p
are continu
uously acquired while the
t patient is
i
tran
nslated at a constant sp
peed. There is no acceleeration or deceleration of patientss
during the scan
n, the nondaata acquisition period eexisting in sttep‐and‐sho
oot mode is
esseentially elim
minated; therefore the sscanning tim
me is further cut. Spiral/multislice CTs
are ggenerally reegarded as tthe fifth gen
neration of C
CT scannerss.

onventional C
CT scans takee pictures off slices of the
e body, then translate the
Figure 3‐4 (a) Co
ent. These sllices are a feew millimeters apart. (b) The newer sspiral (also called helical) CT
patie
scan
n takes contin
nuous picturres of the bo
ody in a rapid
d spiral motio
on, so that there are no gaps
in th
he pictures co
ollected.. Reeproduced from (imagingg.cancer.gov)

With thee advancem
ment of tech
hnology, peo
ople have m
managed to use better
com
mponents, beetter electro
onic integraation to shorten the CTT scanning time. Howevver,
the mechanical motions reequired for C
CT scan havve been the bottleneck for cutting the
scan
n time further down. M
More recenttly, the deveelopment off dual‐sourcce CT [29] (sshown
in Fiigure 3‐5) has already provided
p
a ggantry rotattion speed o
of 0.33s but it has been
n
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expeected that tthe gantry ro
otation timee less than 0.3
0 s will bee extremely difficult to
obtaain due to th
he mechaniical limit of material.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3‐5 (a) The DSCT scanner from Sieemens. This sscanner conssists of two xx‐ray tubes and
a
0° offset parrticularly dessigned for cardiac CT imaaging. Shorteest
two sets of detectors with 90
n 1180 high tthroughput d
dual source m
micro‐CT
ganttry rotation ttime is 0.33ss. (b) Skyscan

As it is ggetting moree and more difficult to keep increaasing the gaantry rotatio
on
speeed, research
hers have prroposed and
d investigatted several n
novel ways to remove tthe
mecchanical motion involveed in CT scanning to inccrease the d
data acquisittion rate an
nd
dynaamic imagin
ng capabilityy.
Some off the protottype devicess have been
n developed including the Dynamicc
Spattial Reconsttructor (DSR
R) [30], the electron‐beeam CT (EBC
CT) [31], and
d scanning b
beam
digittal x‐ray (SB
BDX) [32, 33].
As illustrated in Figure 3‐6(a), the
t Electron
n Beam CT ((EBCT) utilizzes an
elecctromagnetic field to steer an inten
nse electron
n beam prod
duced by a linear accelerator
alon
ng the target rings posittioned arou
und the patient to geneerate a scanning x‐ray b
beam
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from
m different vviewing anggles withoutt any mechaanical motio
on [34]. An aalternative way
w is
to use a large number of x‐‐ray sourcess positioned
d around the object so that projecttion
imagges from diffferent directions are o
obtained by energizing each tube. Dynamic Sp
patial
Reco
onstructor ((DSR) develo
oped at thee Mayo Clinic in the earrly 1980s is a good
reprresentation for such proposal [35].

(aa)

(b)

Figure 3‐6 Altern
native concepts for fast volume
v
scanning (a) EBCTT permits sin
ngle scans in the
00 ms without mechaniccal motion. (b
b) DSR allow
wed volume sscanning in cone‐
c
rangge of 30 to 10
beam
m geometry with 1 s rotaation time. (reproduced from [36]

3‐3
3‐2 Design
n of multti‐beam m
micro‐CT scanner

Althouggh those abo
ovemention
ned devices have been demonstratted to have
supeerior high teemporal ressolution oveer conventio
onal single xx‐ray sourcee device, theeir
furth
her develop
pments were hindered by either th
he cost, sizee, and mainttenance relaated
issuees (for DSR)) or limited vviewing anggle due to difficulty of ssteering high energy
elecctron beam using electrromagnetic field (for EB
BCT and SBD
DX). Anotheer method tto
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generate a scanning x‐ray beam is to use as many x‐ray sources as needed in a geometry
that provides sufficient angle coverage for tomographic imaging.
With our novel CNT field emission x‐ray source, we can fully take advantage of
low operating temperature, instantaneous response time, and great design flexibility.
Here we presented the very first step towards the development of a stationary gantry‐
free micro‐CT scanner. To evaluate the feasibility, a prototype multi‐beam micro‐CT
(MBµCT) scanner using a small segment of a CNT x‐ray source array was constructed.
The source comprises 20 discrete CNT based field emission pixels. Each CNT pixel has its
own electronic control circuitry and can be addressed independently. The multi‐beam x‐
ray source array can be programmed to generate a scanning x‐ray beam. The micro‐CT
scanner using this source array is able to capture up to 20 projection images from
different viewing angles without any mechanical movement of the system. After one
linear scan from 20 pixels, the object would rotate 36° to the next imaging position until
it finishes a full 360° rotation within only 10 steps.

3‐3‐3 System overview

The geometry of this scanner is shown in Figure 3‐7. The angular resolution of
the system is equal or less than 2°, with 36° coverage from the entire linear source. The
total length of the 20‐pixel cathode array is 10 cm with a pitch of 5mm between two
adjacent pixels. The shortest source‐to‐object distance (SOD) to be 14.5cm. For the
linear array, the actual distance between the x‐ray focal point and the object varies from
beam to beam. The source‐to‐detector distance (SDD) was set to 21.7 cm to achieve a
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system magnification facto
or of 1.5. Fo
or this proto
otype MBμC
CT scanner, rotation of the
objeect is still required in orrder to acqu
uire a full seet of projecttion images for
reco
onstruction,, because off the limited
d number off x‐ray beam
ms in the current system
m.
The source with
h 20 beams in the curreent geometry has an an
ngular coverage of 36°.. A
totaal of 10 rotattion steps aare needed to
t fulfill a 360° CT scan.

Figure 3‐7 imaging geomeetry of the m
multi‐beam m
micro‐CT systtem

The MBμCT scanneer comprisess a linear CN
NT field emission source array housed in
a vacuum cham
mber for x‐raay generatio
on, a 3‐axis rotary tablee for rotatin
ng the objecct, a 2‐
View
axis flat panel xx‐ray detector assemblyy, and a useer control interface writtten in LabV
uments Corp
p). The entiire multi‐beeam x‐ray so
ource array was sealed inside
(Nattional Instru
a 6‐w
way vacuum
m chamber aat a base prressure of 10‐8 Torr. A large 6” beryyllium wind
dow
was installed to
o accommod
date the x‐rray beam exxit of the spaatially distributed x‐rayy
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sourrce. The circcuitry can in
ndividually control
c
the on/off
o
statu
us of the con
nnection
betw
ween each p
pixel and eaarth ground through a h
home‐madee LabView in
nterface fro
om the
conttrol consolee computer. This softw
ware interfacce also integgrates a feedback loop to
stab
bilize emissio
on current, as well as p
performing the
t image aacquisition ffunction.

Figure 3‐8 Schem
matic drawin
ng of the mullti‐beam x‐raay imaging syystem with a 20‐beam M
MBFEX
n stage, and a flat panel x‐ray detecttor.
x‐rayy source arraay, a rotation

3‐3
3‐4 Multi‐‐beam fie
eld emission x‐ray
y source d
design

The mosst essential part of the MBμCT system is the CNT
C field em
mission baseed
multti‐beam x‐raay source. The
T x‐ray so
ource embeedded in thiss system esssentially
com
mprises of tw
wo parts, a 6
6‐way vacuu
um chamber with 6” inner diameteer and the in‐
vacu
uum CNT baased multi‐b
beam sourcee assembly.. Due to thee space limitation of the
stan
ndard chamb
ber, a total length of 10
0cm in sourrce array is u
used. In ord
der to achieeve
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reassonable anggular sampling between
n x‐ray projeections from
m adjacent ssources, a 5mm
cath
hode‐to‐cath
hode spacin
ng is used, considering tthe engineeering difficulties with fine
spacce.
The cath
hode array contains
c
20
0 individual aaddressablee CNT field eemission
cath
hodes depossited on a siingle piece of
o glass sub
bstrate usingg the micro‐‐fabrication and
CNTT deposition techniquess introduced
d in Chapterr 2[37, 38]. A two‐stagee Einzel lenss
structure was aadopted for the design of electron lens to focu
us electron beam to a ssmall
focaal spot on x‐‐ray anode. Molybdenu
um is choseen as target material for spectrum
optimization.

(aa)

(b)

Figure 3‐9 (a) TThe CAD draw
wing of the n
newly design
ned multi‐beam x‐ray tub
be assembly
hich includes a Molybden
num x‐ray an
node housed in a stainlesss steel assem
mbly with 12
2º
wh
tilting angle, a Einzel focussing lens, an electron exttraction gatee electrode and an 20‐beaam
urce
inteegrated CNTT field emissiion cathode array (b) Thee as‐fabricated multi‐beaam x‐ray sou
asssembly. The metal surfacces were high
hly polished and all the m
materials weere HV
com
mpatible to iimprove sou
urce stability during high voltage opeeration.

As show
wn in Figure 3‐9(a), the MBFEX x‐raay source haas a simple linear
l
sourcce
array configuration in ordeer to simpliffy the system
m design altthough a cu
urved sourcee
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structure maybe more desirable for imaging purpose [39]. The linear x‐ray source
comprises of a CNT field emission cathode array as the electron source. In the electron
beam path downstream of the CNT cathode, the rest of the x‐ray source assembly
includes a gate extraction electrode, a two‐stage Einzel electron focusing lens, and a
Molybdenum x‐ray anode. Tungsten mesh (100‐mesh) is used as gate to extract the
electrons from the cathode. The diameter of the tungsten wire is 0.001”, thus the
opening of the mesh is 81% of the total area. Several pieces of glass chips with 150‐µm
thickness are place between the cathode and the gate as the spacer.
The following power supplies connected to the four electrodes of the MBFEX
source array, respectively, are: Matsusada AU80P15 (80 kV/15 mA) for anode, Glassman
PS/FC03P40 (3kV/40 mA) for gate electrode, Stanford Research PS350 (2.5 kV/10 mA)
for both focusing electrodes. A Keithley 2000 multimeter was used to record the
cathode field emission current. Each of the 20 CNT cathodes is connected to a metal‐
oxide‐semiconductor field‐effect transistor (MOSFET) switching circuit. The design of the
molybdenum x‐ray anode adopted the line focusing principle introduced in Chapter 1
with a 12 degree tilting angle. Figure 3‐9(b) shows the 20‐beam x‐ray source array
assembled before it was put inside the vacuum chamber. The 20‐beam MBFEX source
was sealed in a high voltage compatible 6‐way cross vacuum chamber operated at 10‐9
Torr vacuum. A 400µm thick 6” Beryllium window was installed on the front side of the
vacuum chamber as the x‐ray beam exit port. In order to generate x‐ray radiation, field
emission electrons are extracted from the CNT cathode unit by applied gate electric field
and traveling through the focusing lens structure and hit the anode. The electric
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potential applied on the focusing electrodes would provide focusing power to form a
fine electron focal spot on the anode surface and generate x‐ray radiations.
The key component of this newly developed MBFEX source is an integrated CNT
field emission cathode array with 20 field emitting units. The previously reported MBFEX
source simply used multiple standalone cathodes arranged together to form a cathode
array [7, 40, 41]. In that case, each cathode unit was fabricated separately with its own
electron emission cathode and corresponding electron emission extraction and focusing
electrodes. The assembled cathode array is simply a scaled‐up version of its single unit
counterpart. The standalone cathode array design approach works for simple multi‐
beam x‐ray system design needs only small number of x‐ray beams (e.g. less than 10)
and relative low x‐ray source packing density. For a more complex system requiring up
to hundreds of x‐ray beams, such as the proposed multi‐beam scanners for
tomosynthesis and computed tomography applications, as the number of x‐ray units
(beams) goes up, the standalone design approach becomes cumbersome and
sometimes even infeasible due to the increasing complexity of system design. On the
other hand, for applications requiring high spatial resolution such as micro‐CT imaging
of small animal, there is a demand on MBFEX source with much higher x‐ray source
packing density (as small as few mm in source pitch) which cannot be easily achieved
with the current MBFEX source design based on simple assembly of standalone single x‐
ray source unit. More important for the current MBFEX source fabrication, each
standalone cathode unit is fabricated independently. In terms of consistency of cathode
performance, any small uncontrollable variation during the complex fabrication
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procedure could cause significant change of cathode emission property eventually. Each
electron emission cathode needs to be further assembled with the rest of cathode
assembly (gate and focusing electrodes). This assembling procedure may introduce
more uncertainties and errors, e.g. misalignment of cathode, gate and focusing
structures. Overall those intrinsic issues could hinder the implementation of the MBFEX
technology, especially for applications that a large number of cathode units are required.
With the recent development of CNT cathode deposition and micro‐fabrication
techniques, it is possible to achieve an integrated cathode array design with more
compact device size, higher packing density and more consistent cathode emission
property. Here we demonstrated the feasibility of a novel cathode array design by
fabricating a 20‐beam CNT field emission cathode array on a single piece of glass chip
substrate. As shown in Figure 3‐10(a), a glass substrate with dimensions of
113mm×28mm was used as the cathode substrate. A total of 20 parallel Ag lines for
conducting electrical current were printed on the glass substrate with a center‐to‐center
distance at 5mm. The Ag lines serve the purpose of providing the individual control of
field emission current from each CNT cathode unit. The printing procedure was
optimized to achieve strong adhesion between the Ag layer and the substrate.[42]
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Ellipttical CNT catthode

(a)

(b)
hode array h
has 20 CNT fieeld emission
n cathode deeposited on a
Figure 3‐10. (a) TThe CNT cath
b) Line focuss principle: th
he emitting ccathode wass designed to
o have
single glass chip substrate. (b
pe in order to
o achieve a d
desired isotrropic focal sp
pot for x‐ray imaging.
an eelliptical shap

The corrresponding 20 CNT field emitting ccathodes weere patterned on the
pred
determined location on
n the Ag con
nducting linees. The CNTT emitters w
were depositted
usin
ng the previo
ously reportted photolitthography aand electrop
phoresis pro
ocess [37]. EEach
cath
hode was in an elliptical shape, witth a long axiis of 2.35mm
m and a sho
ort axis of 0..5mm.
The specific geo
ometry was designed to
o achieve an isotropic effective
e
x‐rray focal spo
ot on
anod
de. As show
wn in Figure 3‐10(b), with an anodee tilting anggle θ at 12 degree, the
effective focal sspot projectted along th
he beam direction from
m the real elliptical focal spot
will have a ciircular shap
pe. The as‐faabricated CN
NT cathode array was then
on the anode w
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annealed in vacuum and mechanically activated before it was used for the field emission
test later on.
With such integrated cathode array design, important geometric parameters
such as cathode shape, cathode location and cathode pitch can be predefined and well
controlled during the fabrication process, which is important for the alignment between
the cathode, gate and focusing electrodes. Better system alignment generally translated
to finer focal spot and higher electron beam transmission rate, which is desirable for an
x‐ray tube. Compared to standalone cathode design, the integrated design also greatly
simplified the wiring and assembly of the x‐ray source. This new design of cathode also
allows higher cathode packing density, which is important for applications such as
micro‐CT imaging where a great number of beams are required to achieve higher spatial
resolution.
To achieve better system imaging resolution, a finer focal spot is always
preferred. Based on a series of computer simulations on electron optics using a
commercial software package Vector Fields 10.5 (Cobham Technical Services), a two‐
stage focusing electrode structure was introduced to achieving the focusing power
required for micro‐CT imaging application. As shown in Figure 3‐11(a), the two‐stage
focusing design was based on so‐called Einzel focusing structure, a concept widely used
in electron microscopy and other electron optical applications. In our previous
investigation, such design has been successfully applied to a single‐beam micro‐focus x‐
ray source to achieve a fine focal spot suitable for small animal imaging[43]. For the
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currrent MBFEX source design, the focusing structture needs tto be furtheer optimized
d
becaause of the high x‐ray source
s
packing density thus much smaller cathode pitch ((5
mm) of the cath
hode array. For the currrent protottype multi‐b
beam system
m, the targeeted
focaal spot size w
was around 100µm, wh
hich would rresult sufficient system
m resolution for
small animal im
maging in pree‐clinical research.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3‐11 (a) The newly deesigned two‐sstage Einzel lens for the integrated M
MBFEX sourcce
mulation ressults of focal spot size as a function o
of focusing vo
oltage applieed on
arrayy. (b) The sim
focu
using electrod
de 2.

As the simulation reesults show
wn in Figure 3‐11(a), thee optimized two‐stage Einzel
focu
using lens w
would provid
de a demagn
nification factor of arou
und 5 when electron beeam
reacched the anode surfacee. Considerin
ng the 12º aanode tiltingg angle, 2.35mm × 0.5m
mm
ellip
ptical cathod
de would prrovide a dessirable 100 µ
µm circular effective fo
ocal spot size, as
discussed beforre. Part of th
he simulatio
on results w
were demon
nstrated in FFigure 3‐11(b).
The size of the ffocal spot, rrepresented
d by its longg and short axes,
a
was cllearly a funcction
of applied focussing voltagees on the focusing lensees. Based on
n the simulaation resultss, by
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tuning the focusing voltages, it is possible to achieve isotropic focal spot size around
100µm.

3‐3‐5 System control circuitry and software interface

In our imaging application, accurate timing control and synchronization of the
detector and the 20‐beam x‐ray sources is essential. A MOSET based timing control
circuitry is made for the purpose. The circuitry couple with a FPGA (field‐programmable
gate array) data acquisition board (model: NI PCI‐7830R) and our homebrew software
interface has achieved that.
The control circuitry and its general working principle are showed in Figure 3‐12.
The MOSFETs (STMicroelectronics, model: STP4N150) used in this circuit have a voltage
rating of 1500V. During imaging acquisition mode, gate, focusing 1, focusing 2, and
anode electrodes are maintained at constant potentials. Each of the 20 CNT cathodes
are connected to the Drain side of the MOSFET, while the Gate sides of which are
connected to the FPGA card through a ribbon cable. Sources of these MOSFETs are
grounded.
FPGA card is then controlled by the software to send out TTL signals in desirable
waveform and sequence. When TTL trigger signal is set at low state, the conduction
channel between the source and the drain of the MOSFET is closed. CNT cathode is
potential floated relatively to the common ground, thus no electron could be emitted
and no x‐ray generation. On the other hand, when the TTL trigger signal is set at high
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statee, the catho
ode is groun
nded and forming a com
mplete circu
uitry. With a constant
applied gate vo
oltage, the eelectric field between gate and cathode then eextracts electrons
out of the CNT cathode. Electrons aree then shapeed into desiirable beam
m by the focu
using
elecctrodes and striking thee anode with
h x‐ray geneerated. Thee delay timee (between
swittching of thee TTL signal and the conduction ch
hannel) of th
he MOSFET is 35‐45 ns,,
whicch should not affect ou
ur normal im
maging appliication with
h tens of millliseconds x‐‐ray
expo
osure period.

To xx‐ray

MO
OSFET arrayy

To centrral
control cconsole

(a))

(b)

Figure 3‐12(a) Th
he MOSFET b
based contro
ol circuitry ussed for trigge
ering x‐ray ggeneration an
nd (b)
working princciple
its w

The FPG
GA card also
o provides an external trigger
t
signaal for the X‐rray detector
(Ham
mamatsu C7
7921A‐02) which
w
is useed to synchrronize its im
mage acquisition cycle with
w
the pulsed x‐rayy. In extern
nal triggering mode, thee x‐ray deteector requirees a continu
uous
out 450 µs d
delay after a rising edgee of the TTLL
TTL signal from the ExtTriggg cable, abo
period to accquire a who
ole
signal triggers a frame acquisition. Thee readout tiime Tr, the p
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fram
me, dependss on the acq
quisition mo
ode. For norrmal and 2 b
by 2 binningg modes, thee
read
dout time is 243ms and
d 122ms, resspectively. A
After acquirring a framee, the detecttor
waitts until the n
next rising eedge from the trigger cable to starrt next frame acquisitio
on.
The time betweeen the end
d of a frame acquisition and the beeginning of tthe next frame
uisition is deefined as inttegration w
window Tint. TThe readou
ut time Tr an
nd the integration
acqu
timee Tint constittute one imaging cycle.. During thee read out time, the deetector cann
not
grab
b an image, therefore xx‐ray pulses should be sswitched on
n within the integration
n
wind
dow Tint only to reducee artifacts.

Figure 3‐13 Timin
ng diagram ffor sequentiaal scanning b
beam generaation from th
he multi‐beaam
m
mirccro‐CT system

Figure 3
3‐13 shows tthe timing diagram
d
for sequential scanning beeam generaation
for tthe mutli‐beeam micro‐C
CT system. In this modee, 20 x‐ray p
pluses are ggenerated one
after another, w
with synchro
onization off the detecttor cycle. The
T FPGA DA
AQ board caan
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send
d up to 56 TTTL signals simultaneou
usly with 1μs resolution
n; it enabless the multiplexing
imagging mode o
on the systeem as well. In multiplexing mode, several x‐raay beams arre
swittched on sim
multaneouslly at one im
maging cycle following in
n a certain p
pattern. Thee x‐
ray beams
b
from
m different angle
a
irradiaate the objeect at the same time, fo
orming a
com
mposite imagge. The com
mposite imaage could th
hen be decoded to reco
over individu
ual
imagges from those beams.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3‐14 (a) So
oftware UI in
n CT mode w
with integrated rotor con
ntrol and two
o imaging mo
odes
i
mod
de with a cro
oss‐wire phantom. 4 x‐raay
(b) SSoftware UI iin a multipleexing planar imaging
beam
ms are switched on simu
ultaneously
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All the major components, such as x‐ray sources, rotary table and detector, in
this system are connected and controlled by the homebrew software UI written in
LabVIEW as shown in Figure 3‐14.
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Chapter 4
Preliminary characterization and
other imaging applications of multi‐beam micro‐
CT
In previous chapters, I started with the background introduction to both X‐ray
generation and CNT field emission technology, and then the motivation and design of a
multi‐beam micro‐CT scanner. Through the discussion, we conclude that CNT field
emission x‐ray source has unique properties which could overcome some of the intrinsic
disadvantages of the conventional thermionic source. The electric field driven CNT field
emission source provides fast switching time and precise timing control for x‐ray
imaging. The design flexibility of CNT source has encouraged us to develop imaging
systems with novel geometries.

4‐1 System Integration

The multi‐beam micro‐CT (MBµCT) system is assembled following the design
introduced in Chapter 3. The 20‐beam integrated CNT field emission source array is
fabricated with EPD and carefully processed with vacuum annealing and activation
described previously. All the parts in the in‐vacuum assembly have been cautiously
cleaned and polished for the removal of loose particles and protrusions on the surface.

Both mechanical and electric polishing procedures are applied to the stainless steel
parts. The Molybdenum target is carefully polished and cleaned with a special chemical
solution. All the metal parts then go through a Hydrogen annealing process for
degassing purpose. A tungsten mesh is spot‐welded on a stainless steel surface as an
electron extraction gate. The mesh needs to be welded while maintaining the surface
flatness to avoid shorting between the gate and cathode substrate due to the small
spacing.
Then the cathode substrate, glass spacers and three layers of electrodes are
stacked together with insulating spacers in between to maintain the spacing required
for electron beam focusing based on our simulation. Four ceramic bolts are used to
help secure the stacked electrodes. A specially designed multi‐beam electronic
connection unit is used to connect individual CNT cathodes to the external MOSFET
based control circuit through a multi‐pin feedthrough. As shown in Figure 4‐1(a), 20
spring‐loaded pins are installed in a ceramic bar. The ceramic bar has 20 holes matching
the spacing of those silver conducting lines on which the elliptical CNT cathodes are
deposited. The pins are installed in the matching holes so that each of the pin sits right
on top of a cathode line. When the connection unit is fastened to the glass cathode
substrate by 2 ceramic bolts at two ends, all 20 pins would be pressed down and form
tight contact with the cathode lines. The connection unit is then wired to the multipin
feedthrough via a UHV rated ribbon cable as shown in Figure 4‐1(b). At this point, 20
CNT cathodes become individually addressable through the wiring between the
connection unit and external circuit.
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A mobile turbo pum
mping statio
on is used to
o maintain tthe vacuum environmeent for
the x‐ray appliccation. The vacuum sysstem is bakeed at 250°C for at least 3 days to
remove water vvapor and other
o
gas particles from
m the parts. 10‐8‐10‐9 To
orr vacuum is
achieved stablyy for the system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4‐1 (a) spe
ecially designed multi‐piin connection unit for catthode individual control (b)
unit is conneected to the eexternal circuit via a UHV
V rate ribbon
n cable
the cconnection u
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A custom
mized 3‐axiss rotation sttage is used
d for the objject. The x‐ray detecto
or is
then
n mounted on
o a 2‐axis translation
t
stage for more flexibility. Figure 4
4‐2
dem
monstrates the
t assemblled multi‐beeam micro‐C
CT system.

Deteector

Multi‐beam
m
Rotaryy table

Figure 4‐2 The overvieew of the asssembled MB
BµCT system..

4‐2
2 Prelim
minary ccharacte
erization
n

In orderr to preparee the multi‐b
beam system
m for the po
otential imaaging applicaation,
a few
w preliminaary characteerizations haave been caarried out an
nd results being shown
n in
the following seections.

4‐2
2‐1 MBFEX
X field em
mission performa
p
ance and current regulatio
r
on
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4‐3 (a) Meeasured field
d emission cu
urrent as a fu
unction of ap
pplied electrrical field fro
om 20
t glass sub
bstrate. The measurement was donee under stand
dard
CNT cathodes deeposited on the
ometry (inseet). (b) Required electric fields to obttain 1 mA cathode curren
nt
paraallel plate geo
from
m all 20 CNT cathodes.
c

In Figuree 4‐3(a), field emission results from
m all 20 cath
hodes meassured in a tyypical
diod
de emission mode weree demonstraated in a staandard paraallel plate co
onfiguration
n
(Figu
ure 4‐3(a) in
nset). The th
hreshold extraction eleectric fields tto obtain 1 mA CNT catthode
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currrent is 7.5 ± 0.4 V/µm. TThe much im
mproved un
niformity of field emissiion propertyy
(with roughly 5% variation of thresholld electric field) was larrgely attribu
uted to the ffact
thatt all of the CNT
C emittingg cathodes were
w
depossited on the same catho
ode substrate
and the fabricattion proced
dure was theen essentiallly identical for all the 2
20 CNT cath
hodes.
n under welll controlled
d cathode faabrication co
onditions, the cathodes on the as‐‐
Even
fabrricated cathode array w
would still haave some differences in
n field emisssion
perfformance m
more or less, thus differeent gate voltages weree needed to achieve uniform
emisssion curren
nts from ind
dividual cath
hodes. A ballast resisto
or based com
mpensation loop
was introduced
d into the fieeld emission
n circuit to m
minimize the variation and achievee
unifform field em
mission properties from
m all the catthodes[1]. A
An adjustable serial resistor
(0‐10MΩ rangee) is integratted in the circuit betweeen individual cathode and the com
mmon
grou
und. A custo
omized resiistor array iss built which could be u
used as a deetachable
mod
dule of the eentire contrrol circuit, as shown in Figure 4‐4.

Figure 4‐4 The ad
djustable serrial resistor aarray is used
d to modulatte emission currents
c
from
m
diffeerent cathodes and increease the uniformity of the generated x‐ray flux.
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Before tthe imagingg application
n, an initial ccurrent screeening resullt is acquired.
Field
d emission p
performancces (I‐V curvve) from multiple catho
odes is meassured and
reco
orded with LLabVIEW software show
wn in Figuree 4‐5 .

Figure 4‐5 Homeebrew field eemission meaasurement p
program for m
multi‐beam micro‐CT sysstem.
Userr can switch on different beams and generate diffferent waveeform of x‐raay pulses witthin
the p
program. It ccould also reecord the datta and displaay the I‐V currve and F‐N p
plot in real time.
t

After the initial screeening, a target current level and gate
g
voltagee is chosen. The
criteerion for thee target valu
ue is such th
hat most of the beam could
c
reach the value with
w
onlyy minor adju
ustments. Then the serial adjustab
ble resistors are manually condition
ned to
help
p regulate cu
urrents to the target cu
urrent valuee. The comm
mon gate vo
oltage need
ds to
be m
maintained aat the targeet value during this adju
ustment.
Figure 4
4‐6(a) showeed a relativeely large varriance in fieeld emission
n performan
nces
from
m a subset o
of CNT catho
odes beforee the resisto
or adjustment was applied, while FFigure
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4‐6(b) depicted
d a much narrower distrribution in eemission currents at ceertain gate
he current reegulation.
voltaage after th

(a)

(b)

Figure 4‐6 (a) Iniitial spread of
o field emisssion I‐V curvves from diffeerent CNT fieeld emission
hodes. (b) Reelative uniforrm field emisssion charactteristics from
m the same b
batch of CNTT
cath
cath
hodes after aapplying a baallast resistorr based compensation lo
oop.

4‐2
2‐2 Contro
ol circuitt timing test

In the co
ontrol circuit, a FPGA d
data acquisittion board is responsib
ble for the
syncchronization
n of detecto
or external trigger
t
signaal and the x‐‐ray pulses. During imaaging
application, thee LabVIEW software
s
sen
nds command based to
o the installeed FPGA card
nnels of Digital Input/Output (DIO) depending on the typee of
and opens up several chan
pulses are geenerated th
hrough DIOss and transm
mitted to a
imagging mode. Then TTL p
conn
nection blocck used to ccommunicatte between the externaal MOSFET circuit
c
and FFPGA
card
d. MOSFETss get corresp
ponding TTLL signals and
d start to sw
witch the CN
NT source and
geneerate x‐ray beams in th
he desirablee pattern.
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The timing scheme discussed in Chapter 3 requires acccurate synchronization
betw
ween detecttor and x‐raay source, so
o that the x‐ray exposu
ure at each fframe only falls
f
into the detecto
or integratio
on window..
A Tektro
onix TDS301
14B digital 4
4‐channel osscilloscope is used to verify the tim
ming
conttrol precisio
on of the MO
OSFET based circuitry from
f
differeent channelss. Results are
show
wn in Figuree 4‐7.
Figure 4
4‐7(a) illustrates the syn
nchronizatio
on between
n detector in
ntegration
wind
dow and tw
wo x‐ray pulssed signals. An imagingg cycle of 16
60 ms is deffined here, with
w
60m
ms in integraation time and 100ms for detectorr read. Chan
nnel 1 and 2 representss x‐ray
triggger while ch
hannel 3 is the detectorr external trrigger. The diagram cleearly shows that
the x‐ray plusess are only sw
witched on (TTL high sttate) when the
t falling eedge of the
c
of detectorr read‐out in
n the
deteector TTL triigger signal comes, indicating the completion
prevvious imagin
ng cycle.

(aa)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4‐7 (a) tim
ming diagram
m showing 2 x‐ray triggerrs (channel 1 and 2) synchronize preccisely
h the detecto
or integration
n window (channel 3 ). (b) Channel 1‐4
1 shows the triggers for first
with
4 x‐rray beams arre switched on
o sequentiaally. (c) Chan
nnel 1‐4 show
ws the first 4 x‐ray beam
ms in a
multtiplexing scanning mode, clearly mulltiple beams are switched on simultaaneously in a
singlle imaging cyycle.
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Figure 4‐7(b) represents a scanning beam generation scenario. Channels 1 to 4
indicate the first 4 x‐ray beams in the 20‐beam source respectively. A 100ms, 50% duty
cycle pulse is programmed to generate from beam 1 to 20 one after another without
interruption.
A multiplexing scanning scheme is showed in Figure 4‐7(c), in which channel 1‐4
still represent the first 4 x‐ray beams. In such timing scheme, one or more x‐ray beams
are switched on simultaneously within one imaging cycle based on a certain
mathematical sequence. From Figure 4‐7(c), we can conclude that our multi‐beam
micro‐CT system is capable of generating multiplexing beams.
Overall our MOSFET based controlling circuit has enabled precise
synchronization between x‐ray pulse generation and detector imaging cycle. With this
mechanism, our multi‐beam micro‐CT scanner become a more powerful tool and test
platform for potential imaging applications.

4‐2‐3 Focal spot size characterization

In our system design phase, a 100 µm effective focal spot size is targeted for the
CNT MBFEX in order to provide sufficient system resolving power for micro‐CT imaging.
As a result of its multi‐beam geometry, uniform focal spot size among different beams is
much appreciated for better image quality.
Following the European standard EN12543‐5[2] a customized cross‐wire
phantom (1 mm tungsten wires) was used for our focal spot measurement. The focal
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spot size of the x‐ray tube was obtained based on the penumbra of the cross‐wire
phantom image along two orthogonal directions. The electrical potential applied to the
focusing electrodes was adjusted to achieve optimal focusing voltage conditions. As
shown in Figure 4‐8(a), LabVIEW program was compiled to automatically calculate the
focal spot size from the captured cross‐wire phantom image. Magnification factor in this
experiment was about 7. Based on the simulation results showed previously, several
focal spot size measurements were taken with respect to different electric potential on
both focusing electrodes. We could reach optimized focal spot sizes at about 107±5 µm
in vertical direction and 118±6 µm in horizontal direction. Here the focal spot size in
vertical direction originates from the long axis of elliptical cathode, while the focal spot
size in horizontal direction is from the short axis. The electric potentials to achieve such
optimal focal spot size were around 1700±88 V on first focusing electrode (focusing
electrode 1), and 2150±71V on the top focusing electrode (focusing electrode 2). The
small variation of focusing voltages required to achieve optimal focal size of different
cathodes were primarily due to the slightly varied cathode assembly characteristics. The
experimental results generally agreed with the simulation results showed in Chapter 3.
But we also noticed the offset of focusing voltages between simulation and
experimental results. Further analysis indicated that it was mainly due to the simplified
computer model used for simulation and slightly different boundary conditions applied
in the model.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4‐8 (a) The LabVIEW control
c
softw
ware UI in a ffocal spot sizze measurem
ment, area in
n green
he area chossen for line profile
p
and FSSS calculation. A standarrd Tungsten cross
c
line stands for th
was used for the
t focal spo
ot measurem
ment. (b) Thee experimenttally measurred
wiree phantom w
optim
mal focal spo
ot sizes of diifferent emittting cathodees under theeir correspon
nding focusin
ng
voltaage settings.. Focal spot ssizes around 100µm × 10
00µm were aachievable fo
or all the emiitting
cathodes by tuning the correesponding fo
ocusing voltaages.

4‐3
3 Mouse
e imagin
ng with the mullti‐beam
m micro‐‐CT syste
em

To demo
onstrate thee feasibility of the noveel imaging ggeometry, w
we have don
ne
som
me pilot stud
dies with this new imagging system.. Our first attempt is a demonstration
of m
multi‐beam C
CT scanningg scheme wiith a mousee carcass.
LabView
w based con
ntrol software (Figure 4
4‐9 shows th
he graphic user
u interfacce)
has been develo
oped to con
ntrol the x‐rray generation of the m
multi‐beam xx‐ray sourcee
array. It also synchronizes the x‐ray so
ource array, rotary table, and x‐rayy detector fo
or
imagging acquisiition during CT scan. In order to geenerate a sccanning x‐raay beam, thee
LabV
View softwaare controlss an FPGA bo
oard (National Instrum
ments PCI‐78
830R) to gen
nerate
TTL signals from
m multiple d
digital I/Os w
with a certain sequencee. The geneerated TTL signal
s
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tran
nsmits to thee circuitry board
b
wheree the MOSFET array is cconnected to
t individual CNT
field
d emission p
pixel inside the
t vacuum
m chamber vvia the multipin feedthrrough. The gate
of each MOSFETT correspon
nds to a speecific digital I/O. Therefo
ore, when a 5V TTL sign
nal
from
m a certain d
digital I/O hits the gatee of MOSFETT, it is switch
hed on, form
ming a complete
elecctric circuit w
with the corrrespondingg pixel.

Figuree 4‐9 The Lab
bView based
d control softtware for thee prototype MBμCT scan
nner.

In Figuree 4‐10, we illustrated the basic CT imaging flo
ow chart for the MBμCTT
imagging system
m. Following our micro‐C
CT scanningg protocol, eeach CNT fieeld emission
n pixel
will be sequenttially triggerred to generrate an x‐rayy beam and
d a scanningg beam will
irrad
diate the im
maging objecct from diffeerent projecction angless. After the ssequential
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scan
nning from aall 20 x‐ray pixels, the o
object will b
be rotated fo
or about 28
8° to preparee for
nextt scan. It only takes 12 rotation steeps to coverr the entire 360° angle and to be able to
supp
ply enough data for tom
mographic rreconstructiion.

Figure 4‐10 Imaage acquisition flow charrt for the MB
BµCT imagingg system.

t prototype system, a dead mou
use
In orderr to test the imaging capability of this
was scanned ussing the 20‐beam MBμC
CT scanner. The overall imaging co
onfiguration
n used
for tthis particular testing was
w slightly different
d
wiith our standard CT imaaging protoccol
due to a smalleer x‐ray deteector (Hamaamatsu C792
21CA) used for this parrticular
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experiment. In order to make sure that the detector was able to capture all the
projection images generated by the multi‐beam source array, we reduced the distance
between the imaging object (mouse) and x‐ray detector to 3 cm. The SOD was set at
17.5 cm and the mouse was aligned with central line of the 20‐beam x‐ray source array.
The SDD was 20.5 cm for the scanning.
In order to acquire the entire set of projection images, the mouse was rotated by
a total number of 12 times with 28º per step. At each fixed mouse position, the 20‐
beam x‐ray source array was electronically triggered to generate a scanning x‐ray beam
and the mouse was irradiated from 20 different viewing angles sequentially. The x‐ray
area detector running at 8 FPS at 2×2 binning mode with 200μm×200μm pixel size was
used to record the image. It was synchronized with the field emission triggering signal
and a total of 20 projection images were recorded. The raw data were processed using a
MATLAB based program written in house. During the CT scan, the anode voltage Va was
fixed at 40 kV. The gate voltage was set at 2 kV while the focusing voltage at 1.5 kV
based on the results of the field emission measurements done previously.
In Figure 4‐11, we showed three sets of projection images generated by the CNT
x‐ray pixel 1, 6, 13 and 16. Each set of images was corresponding to a certain rotation
position of the mouse (0º, 112º, and 224º respectively). The projection images
demonstrated good bone delineation and soft tissue contrast. The images also showed
reasonable spatial resolution of the MBμCT scanner, although it was partially because of
the short distance between mouse and x‐ray detector (low magnification).
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a

Figu
ure 4‐11 Pro
ojection imagges recorded
d at 0º (a), 11
12º (b), and 2
224º (c). (d) Illustration of
thee difference iin projection
n angle from 4 pixels. Eacch image in individual gro
oup demonsstrate
diffferent projecction angle

d a testing C
CT scan of a mouse usin
ng the proto
otype MBμC
CT
We havee completed
scan
nner. Howevver we fullyy realized the complexitty of this mu
ulti‐beam syystem. The
currrent imagingg system still needs to be
b refined and
a further studied in a lot of wayss. For
exam
mple, the geeometry of the imagingg system neeeds to be caarefully calibrated prior to
any CT reconstrruction. Unllike conventtional CT scaanners with
h circular scaanning path
h, the
MBμ
μCT scannerr essentiallyy has a polyggon shape scanning
s
traajectory. In order
o
to
acco
ommodate tthis special scanning geeometry, the correspon
nding CT recconstruction
n
algo
orithm needs to be mod
dified. For eexample, thee image gen
nerated by d
different x‐rray
pixeel will have d
different SO
OD and incid
dent angle. TThose need to considerred and
corrrected in thee reconstrucction process. The reco
onstruction program ussed for this
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MBμCT scanner is currently under development. Some of the results from our
collaborators have been published recently[3].
Our current scanning protocol has an angular step at about 2º for a CT scan. The
higher angular sampling density, for example angular step at 1º can be easily achieved
by performing two consecutive scans with 1º offset for the second scan. In this case, it
will take 20 steps instead of 10 steps to get a 360° full scan.
The reduction of scanning time due to fewer rotations has been tested in our
experiment. Based on our current system with a Velmex 4800 series rotary table at
rotation speed of 25°/s, we estimated that for a typical scan of 400 projection images,
the time spent on rotation can be reduced from 60s to about 15s. We calculated the
projected scanning time for the MBμCT scanner according to its scanning configuration
and the maximum tube current generated by the CNT field emission cathode (10mA
based on the cathode size). On the other hand, the scanning speed of the current
prototype system was also limited by its slow x‐ray detector readout cycle (8 FPS at 2×2
binning). Once equipped with a high speed x‐ray detector, it should be able to reach a
scanning time around 20 seconds (including 15 seconds needed for 20 rotations). The
future development of a full scale stationary MBµCT will allow a scan time around 5
seconds attributed to its ideal motion‐free feature.

4‐4 Multiplexing imaging investigation
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Upon reaching the mechanical limit of gantry rotation speed, novel geometry for
CT scanner is needed to surpass the bottleneck and achieve higher throughput.
Previously we have introduced the design and preliminary characterization of a multi‐
beam micro‐CT scanner. With its multi‐source setup, other novel imaging methodology
naturally became a very interesting topic to investigate.

4‐4‐1 Multiplexing with CNT field emission x‐ray

Multiplexing/demultiplexing has been widely used in telecommunication
industry for more than 3 decades. By definition, multiplexing (MUXing) is a process
where multiple analog or digital signal streams are combined into one mixed stream
over a shared transmitting media; on the other hand, demultiplexing (DEMUXing) is the
reverse process to separate superimposed signal streams out. This concept has not been
introduced to radiography until the emergence of our distributed x‐ray source array
based on carbon nanotube field emission technology. With our technology, individual x‐
ray emitting pixels are easily deposited in any desired geometry, forming a multi‐beam
x‐ray source array which would be digitally controlled. Field emission x‐ray source has a
natural advantage in being digitalized as a result of its instantaneous response to the
extraction electric field. Electrons would emit instantaneously upon the appearance of
extraction field, and emission would stop once the electric field is removed. Therefore,
it’s convenient for us to use digital pulse train to trigger electron emission from the
multi‐beam source to generate x‐ray pulses in desired pattern. Also, the x‐ray beams
coming out from different emitting pixels will penetrate the object in iso‐center with
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different angles, thus information of the object at different projection angles can be
acquired on detector, similar to conventional CT scanner. The difference is that
mechanical movement is not needed to acquire projection images from different angles.
The transition from mechanical to electronic greatly reduced the amount of time
needed for enough angular sampling.
To further improve the data acquisition speed, multiplexing provides a possible
solution where images from multiple angles could be acquired simultaneously and then
separated by DEMUXing afterwards. There are many types of MUXing such as
frequency‐division MUXing (FDM), time‐division multiplexing (TDM). We have
investigated FDM in previous research where the signals are modulated by different
frequencies[4]. In this study we mainly focus on binary multiplexing where the signals
are modulated by a series of sequence determined by Hadamard code showed as Figure
4‐12. The “1” status corresponds to x‐ray beam on, while the “0” status corresponds to
x‐ray beam off. In each recorded time frame, there would be 4 x‐ray beams on
simultaneously and a superimposed projection image of the object being acquired by
the detector. After the entire 7 sequences, projections from 7 different beams,
essentially 7 different angles would be recovered, or DEMUXed. We have verified that
with N beams in a source array, binary MUXing would have a factor of (N+1)/2 gain in
speed compared to sequential mode given the constant dose case.[5]
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Fiigure 4‐12 se
even elemen
nt Hadarmad coding matrrix and corre
esponding pu
ulse generation
seequence in the right.

4‐4
4‐2 Noise characte
eristic in tthe multii‐beam micro‐CT
m
system

The majjor concern for MUXingg is noise prropagation ffrom multip
ple channelss
during the imagge superimp
position and
d separation
n. Advantagges in speed are gained at
mpensation o
of the loss in signal‐to‐noise ratio ggenerally. Itt is then verry important to
com
stud
dy the relative ratio bettween the ggain and thee loss.
Simply sspeaking thee noise on an
a x‐ray imaaging system
m comprisess of two majjor
conttributors: qu
uantum noise from thee x‐ray photons and eleectronic noisse from the
elecctronic comp
ponents. Electronic no
oise could bee further categorized in
n a couple o
of sub‐
grou
ups such as pixel dark ccurrent noise, pixel reseet noise (kT//C), amplifieer noise and
d
fixed
d‐pattern no
oise et al[6,, 7]. The maajor source o
of electronicc noise is th
he dark current
geneerated in deetector elecctric circuitryy, thereforee electronic noise is maainly related
d to
the detector inttegration tim
me. With a fixed imagee read‐out ttime, electronic noise could
c
be m
modeled as a constant ccomponentt, while the quantum no
oise could b
be considereed as
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a proportional component
c
t as x‐ray ph
hotons hittin
ng on the deetector obey Poisson
distrribution. Fro
om earlier simulation[8
s
8], in the miixed noise scenario wheere proporttional
noisse and consttant noise cco‐exist, it iss believed th
hat the perfformance off MUXing
com
mpared to seequential im
maging relates to the ratio between
n these two
o types of no
oise,
deno
oted as P. M
Mathematiccal analysis for Hadamaard encoding showed that, for a
prop
portional no
oise model ((i.e. Poisson
n), it would ggenerally no
ot perform as well as a
sequ
uential mod
de; while on
n the other h
hand, in a co
onstant noisse scenario (i.e. only
consstant background noisee on detecto
or), multipleexing could outperform
m sequential

p
mod
de. The critical point fo
or any N at w
which the H
Hadamard S‐‐matrix exissts

N 1
N 1 , N

bein
ng the numb
ber of beam
ms in the array. When the
t P ratio iss higher thaan this critical
poin
nt, sequential mode performs bettter than Had
damard multiplexing; w
whereas at a
smaller P value compared to the criticcal point, Haadamard mu
ultiplexing ccould outpeerform
uential mod
de.
sequ

Figure 4‐13 Relattive noise levvel versus prroportional‐tto‐constant noise ratio in a seven‐so
ource
mulation resu
ults.[8]
systeem from sim
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In our sttudy, seven x‐ray beam
ms are used, thus the crrossover poiint is at p vaalue
of 0.75.[8] The key information needeed in our stu
udy is the reelative relattionship bettween
n a specific ssetting.
elecctronic noisee and quanttum noise in

Figure 4‐14 illusttration of the
e experimen
ntal geometrry settings fo
or 7‐beam bin
nary multipleexing

We tookk advantagee of our inno
ovative mullti‐beam miccro‐CT systeem based on
carb
bon nanotub
be field emission techn
nology. Imaging geomeetry used in this pilot sttudy is
as fo
ollow: the central sourcce‐to‐objectt distance (SSOD) is 17.5
5cm. For thee linear arraay, the
actu
ual distance between th
he x‐ray focal point and
d the objectt varies from
m beam to b
beam.
The source‐to‐d
detector disstance (SDD) was set to
o 20.5 cm to
o achieve a ssystem
maggnification faactor of 1.2. The details for this exxperimental setting aree depicted in
Figu
ure 4‐14. Beeam 1, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16 and
a 17 weree chosen based on the field emission
meaasurements as illustrateed in Figure 4‐15.
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Fiigure 4‐15 Field emission
n measureme
ents for the chosen 7 beaams

In the ceentral conso
ole, a LabVIEW based software con
ntrols the geeneration o
of the
pulsse signal and
d also retrieeves all the d
data collected by the entire set of instrumentts. The
plan
nar imaging acquisition software co
ontrols the digital pulsee generation in two diffferent
mod
des: sequential, binary multiplexing. When in
n sequential mode, the software
swittches on eacch digital I/O
O sequentiaally from 1 tto 20 and geenerates a TTTL signal baased
on the required
d x‐ray expo
osure windo
ow and the d
detector reaad‐out cyclee. In binary
ode, several digital I/Os are switch
hed on simu
ultaneously in a certain
multtiplexing mo
sequ
uence based
d on (1 statu
us) the Hard
damard mattrix, while the rest of th
hem remain
n off
(0 sttatus).
A mousee carcass is scanned wiith the geom
metry mentioned abovee in multipleexing
mod
de in order tto test the ffeasibility. C
Current from
m each of th
he 7 beams are regulatted at
about 0.5mA w
with a constaant gate volttage of 2000 V. At 30 kkV anode vo
oltage, 100 ms of
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x‐rayy exposure from the beeam switcheed on at eacch multiplexxing scenariio is used to
o
geneerate one co
omposite m
multiplexed image. Esseentially the object is irrradiated 4 tiimes
from
m each of th
he 7 beams in order to aacquire the 7 multiplexxed images. To have a rrather
fair comparison
n, we used 4 exposuress per view in
n the sequen
ntial mode.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4‐16 7‐beam binary m
multiplexing with
w a mousse carcass witth the geom
metry introdu
uced
ential Projecttion images from 7 X‐rayy beams from
m MBµCT, th
he horizontaal
abovve. (a) Seque
translation of mo
ouse body cllearly depictts the differeence in projeection angless from 7 beam
ms (b)
mages from 4 beams simu
ultaneously illuminating the same mo
ouse
Supeerimposed projection im
base
ed on a certaain sequencee (C) Demultiiplexed imagges from the decoding off the
supe
erimposed im
mages

After the data acqu
uisition, a M
MATLAB proggram is used
d to demulttiplex the
com
mposite imagges and reco
over the infformation originating frrom the 7 in
ndividual beeams.
The results are shown in Fiigure 4‐16.
The exp
periment esssentially con
nfirms that the scannin
ng scheme fo
or binary
multtiplexing wo
orks with th
he multi‐beaam micro‐CTT system. W
With constan
nt dose mod
de, in
this case 400mss X‐ray expo
osure in eacch beam, 7‐b
beam binaryy multiplexiing scheme can
he sequentiaal mode.
finissh a data sett 4 times fasster than th
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4‐17 (a) th
he customizeed signal‐to‐noise ratio phantom
p
con
nsists of two acrylic platees and
nsert of crosssed aluminu
um foil (b) the crossed alu
uminum foil insert. With
h different fo
olds of
an in
alum
minum foil, th
he area is divvided into seeveral smalleer regions with different x‐ray
attenuation.

We then
n carried on
n another exxperiment in
n a more qu
uantitative p
perspective. To
easee the analyssis complexity, a simplee phantom designated
d
f SNR meaasurement was
for
builtt with two 1
12 cm 12 ccm

0.5 cm
m acrylic plattes and a crrossed aluminum foil in
nsert

as sh
hown in Figure 4‐17. Different fold
ds of alumin
num foil pro
ovided differrent attenuaation
acro
oss the entirre FOV, while maintaining uniform
mity in smalleer regions. Then we ussed a
1mm
m tungsten cross‐wire p
phantom ass an indicato
or of differeent projectio
on angles.
Since deetector consstant noise is related to
o its frame rrate, therefo
ore, we kep
pt a
consstant 0.2 fpss throughou
ut the experriment. The x‐ray expossure time vaaried from 5
50ms
to 800ms with 25ms
2
step. 2480 framees of dark im
mages were acquired in
n the same
fash
hion where tthere was no
n x‐ray exposure. 4 exp
posures from each of the 7 beamss with
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30keeV x‐ray weere captured
d for furtherr analysis. There
T
were ttotally 28 grroups of datta
sets with 31 pro
ojection imaages in each
h set reflecting variation in x‐ray exxposure tim
me.

(aa)

(b)

(cc)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4‐18 illusttration of the
e implication
n of dark fram
me subtractiion. 5‐a is raw image witth
phan
ntom in the FOV, while 5
5‐b is the raw
w dark imagee. There werre quite a few
w bright spotts and
a dead line in thee FOV. Afterr correction, 5‐a and 5‐b became 5‐c and 5‐d resp
pectively, witth
on of bright p
pixels. Then we subtracted 5‐d from 5‐c and havee our final im
mage
obviious reductio
of 5‐‐e
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During the quantitative analysis, we noticed that the intrinsic fluctuation on this
specific detector is relatively large and there were quite a few non‐uniformities such as
bright spots and dead pixels with intensities varying in temporal domain as well, which
would greatly alter the analysis results. In order to fully utilize the acquired data, a
correction algorithm was introduced to remove those. A threshold value was carefully
set to exclude any abnormal leap or drop in intensity such as bright spots and dead
pixels et al over the entire FOV. Both dark and raw images were corrected with the
same algorithm. Then average of the entire dark image data was taken and used as a
reference image which then was subtracted from each raw image after correction. A 30
pixel × 30 pixel region was chosen within uniform attenuated area in each projection
view and use it as the ROI for analysis. The dark frame correction and subtraction
process is shown in Figure 4‐18.

4‐4‐3 Results and Discussion

We noticed that some noise sources are independent of the signal level. They
are: the output amplifier noise, camera noise and clock noise. They can be combined in
a single equivalent noise source. The level of this source is called readout noise, and is a
characteristic of the camera. It can be expressed in electrons, or in the camera output
units (ADU). Here we set up a simple model to investigate the noise of a pixel value on
CMOS detector. The read‐out value from a pixel is:
sr  s0  G ( S d  S p )
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Equation 4‐1

Where sr is the total signal we can read‐out from the detector in ADU, s0 is a
fixed bias introduced by detector electronics, Sd is the number of dark electrons and Sp is
the number of x‐ray photons hitting on the detector after the attenuation of the object.
G is a coefficient describing how many ADUs/electron the camera produces, for
convenience we simply call it gain.
As described previously, there are two types of noise contribute to the standard
deviation of the ADU measured from the detector, we can simply take it as the mixed
noise in the raw image σr, and the read‐out noise is σ0, while the quantum noise is σp. By
applying the law of error propagation toEquation 4‐1, we have
2

r

2

2


 sr 
sr
2
  p2

  0  

 s0 
   Sd  S p  

Equation 4‐2

As we know that the photon shot noise, or in other word quantum noise σp is
proportional to the square root of the signal, we have

 p  G (Sd  S p )

Equation 4‐3

Therefore, Equation 4‐2 becomes

 r 2   0 2  G 2 ( Sd  S p )

Equation 4‐4

When dark frame subtraction is introduced, we subtracted an averaged dark
frame from the raw image. Similarly, we have
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 d 2   02  G 2 Sd

Equation 4‐5

After dark frame subtraction, the noise expression in final image would be:

 2  2 0 2  G 2 (2 S d  S p )

Equation 4‐6

While the signal in the final image is s=GSp
We can rewrite Equation 4‐6 into:

2 



2 0 2  2G 2 Sd

 G S
2

2

p

Equation 4‐7

As we all know, electronic noise comprises not only noise from read‐out bias, but
also from the dark current. If we denote  e  2 0 2  2G 2 Sd , now Equation 4‐7
becomes

 2   e 2  Gs

Equation 4‐8

It is very obvious that, in a dark frame subtracted final image taken by a detector
operating at certain integration time, the signal, in other words, intensity of a ROI read
out in ADU has a linear relationship with the square of the standard deviation of pixel
values in the same region, with the square of electronic noise as the intercept. And we
noticed that the slope of this straight line corresponds to G, which we defined earlier as
detector gain. Now that we have data from 4 identical exposures across 7 independent
x‐ray beams, with 31 different exposure windows respectively, it would provide
sufficient sampling for extrapolation
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Equation
Weeight
Residual Sum o
of Squares
Adj. R‐Square

y = a + b*x
No Weightiing
173725.8
0.81416
Value
Standard Errror
Concatenate
Intercept 13.00101 0.89853
Concatenate
Slope
0.20194
0.00328
Figgure 4‐19 Meean intensityy of ROI in AD
DU versus standard deviaation

As discu
ussed previo
ously, the intercept 13.0
00±0.90 staands for the square of
system electron
nic noise, th
herefore eleectronic noisse σe in our specific settting is 3.61±±0.12.
Anotherr way to isolate electro
onic noise is simply subttracting thee master darrk
me out of an
ny single darrk image. Fo
or a certain ROI in a single dark fraame, we havve:
fram

sd  s0  GSd   e
we average N frames off dark framees,
When w
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Equatio
on 4‐9

N

N

sd  s0  G

 Sd i
i 1

N


i 1



2
ei

Equation 4‐10

N

Then the subtracted dark frame becomes

N





Sds  s0  s0  G ( Sd 

 Sd i
i 1

N

N

)   e2 


i 1

N2

2
ei

Equation 4‐11

Electronic noise is also greatly related to detector intergration time, whereas in
our experment, this parameter was kept constant, therefore, σe could be modeled as a
constant component. Also the detector is operated in a well‐cooled condition where the
change of dark electrons induced by temperature change could be neglected. In the
meantime, averaging multiple dark frames will smooth out the random noise in a single
dark frame, getting closer to the true bias of the pixels. When subtracting the reference
dark frame out from any single dark frame, we have

 ds   e 1 

1
N

Equation 4‐12

It is obvious that, the larger N is, the closer σds to true electronic noise σe will be.
Figure 4‐20 depicts one single dark frame and the final image after the subtraction of
the reference.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4‐20 (a) iss a single dark frame, (b)) is the a sub
btracted the reference

Now wee pick up a d
dark frame, with the co
orrection alggorithm app
plied, the
majo
ority of dead pixels and
d bright spo
ots are remo
oved. We th
hen subtractt the referen
nce
out of the indivvidual dark fframe, leaving pure electronic noisse. The stan
ndard deviattion
overr the FOV in
n the final im
mage would
d then accurrately repressent the eleectronic noisse of
the detector.
orithm appliied to all 24
480 frames , we have th
he statistical
With thee same algo
distrribution of tthe electron
nic noise illu
ustrated in FFigure 4‐21.. The mean value of staandard
deviiation is 3.36±0.27, which agrees w
with the results we got from the in
ntrapolation
n.
Now
w we are con
nfident to cclaim that th
he electronic noise in th
his specific iimaging settting is
about 3.5, thereefore, the the P, propo
ortional‐to‐cconstant noise ratio is demonstrate
d
ed in
ure 4‐22. Ap
pparently, in
n our multi‐‐beam x‐rayy imaging system underr the
Figu
expeerimental co
onditions, the majorityy of data wee acquire aree in quantum
m noise
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dom
minant regio
on where P iis larger thaan 1, thus th
he binary mu
ultiplexing p
performs no
ot as
good
d as sequen
ntial imagingg in terms o
of noise prop
perties.

Figure 4‐21
4
Standarrd deviation of all 2480 fframes of dark images with the
referen
nce subtracteed

Therefo
ore, in orderr to find the critical poin
nt from prevvious simulaation showeed in
Figu
ure 4‐13, and
d verify with
h experimental data, itt’s necessaryy to find a lo
ow‐dose casse
wheere the quan
ntum noise is negectible so that electronic no
oise will be dominant.
d
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Figure 4‐22 P vallue of our im
maging system
m under the experimenttal condition. Total 28 curves
beams with 4 identical
weree listed in the graph, illusstrating dataa from 7 diffeerent x‐ray b
expo
osures at eacch time spot.

In this sttudy for relaative relatio
onship betw
ween electro
onic noise and quantum
m
noisse, we devellop a simplee mathmaticcal model and prove it with experiimental resu
ults.
Two
o methods o
of isolating ssystem electtronic noisee are tested in experiments. With tthe
expeeriments an
nd simulatio
ons, we havee achieved b
better undeerstanding for noise
prop
perties, especially electtronic noisee properties in our multti‐beam x‐raay imaging
system.
ults further verifies that the propo
ortional‐to‐cconstant noise ratio P in
n our
The resu
system lies in th
he quantum
m noise dom
minant region. With thee current scanning prottocol,
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it’s essentially impossible for multiplexing mode to outperform sequential mode in
terms of SNR.
To investigate the possiblity of using binary multiplexing radiography for better
image quality, we’ll need to locate a low‐dose region where the quantum noise is small
enough for electronic noise to become dominant.
Now that we have figured out the relative relationship between the electronic
noise and quantum noise in our specific imaging setting, a further analysis is carried on
to directly compare the SNR of a certain ROI in sequential imaging mode and
multiplexing mode. Another set of images is acquired with the same SNR phantom and
imaging geometry. Given the currently imaging condition, an x‐ray exposure longer
than 50ms per frame would still be in the photon noise dominant region as indicated in
Figure 4‐22. We set the detector at constant 1 fps and vary the x‐ray exposure from
50ms, 25ms down to 10ms. A 30 pixel 30 pixel ROI is chosen within a sub‐region with
uniform attenuation on the FOV. Then the SNR of thie ROI is calculated from both
demultiplexed and sequential image, denoted as SNRMUX and SNRSEQ respectively. A
single demultiplexed image origninating from one beam is used to compare with its
sequential counterpart with the same length of x‐ray exposure. This is essentially a
constant time case in which multiplexing mode is able to deliver 4 times higher the dose
than sequential imaging within the same amount of time.
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Then the results of SNRMUX/SN
NRSEQ from th
he 7 beamss with 3 diffeerent expossure
timee are record
ded and com
mpared. Sin
nce the 7 beams are esssentially equ
uivilent, wee can
takee the mean o
of SNRMUX/SSNRSEQ across the 7 beaam at a certtain exposure time.
As show
wn in Figure 4‐23 that average SNR
RMUX/SNRSEQQ increases to above 1 w
when
x‐rayy exposure is shorter th
han 50ms, aand such rattio keeps increasing as the x‐ray
expo
osure shorteens. We haave now con
nfirmed exp
perimentallyy that underr certain
cond
ditions, mu
ultiplexing raadiography would be aable to provvide images for better q
quailty.

Figure 4‐23 The mean of SNR ratio betw
ween a demultiplexed image and sequ
uential imagge
oss the7 beam
ms.
acro

In summ
mary, in con
nstant dose mode, N‐beeam binary mutliplexin
ng mode cou
uld
acqu
uire a data sset

N 1
tim
mes faster tthan sequen
ntial imaging at the exp
pense of
2
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compromised image quality. In some of the dose limited, high throughput screening
case, such as IGRT, multiplexing radiography might be able to contribute.
On the other hand, in constant time mode, only at extreme low quantum noise
senario, multiplexing could offer even higher image quality than sequential imaging. It
might be useful in a situation that needs the system to deliver more dose during a
certain amount of time when the peak power of individual x‐ray source is limited. In
such case, N x‐ray sources would be able to deliver

N 1
times more dose in
2

mutliplexing mode than in sequential mode.

4‐5 Summary

In summary, we have built a prototype MBμCT scanner based on the CNT field
emission multi‐beam x‐ray technology, to evaluate the feasibility of a stationary gantry‐
free MBμCT. The system has been preliminary characterized and some of its basic
characteristics have been measured. A mouse has been scanned using the device to test
the imaging capability of the integrated imaging system. Multiplexing imaging has also
been demonstrated with the system.
Our preliminary results show that the MBμCT scanner is able to provide images
with decent imaging quality. It has the potential to deliver fast CT scan speed due to its
novel scanning configuration. As a prototype system, it will be used to perform various
feasibility tests for the future development of a fully stationary multi‐beam micro‐CT
scanner.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and future direction

CNT field emission technology has become an excellent alternative way of x‐ray
generation. As a result of its intrinsic field emission nature, fully digitally modulated x‐
ray generation, compact device size and flexible system design have been achieved with
CNT x‐ray source.
In this dissertation, I first introduced the fundamental background of x‐ray
generation and CNT field emission technology. Through the discussion, we realize that
the conventional thermionic emission x‐ray source has some disadvantages that limit its
usage toward certain applications. The large amount of heat generation results in short
life time and large device size, while the slow response time limits the temporal
resolution of the x‐ray source. It also requires complicated add‐on apparatus to achieve
finer spatial resolution, and modulated x‐ray generation. On the other hand, CNT field
emission x‐ray source has shown some great advantages in terms of the
programmability and flexibility for x‐ray generation. With much simpler system design,
CNT x‐ray source has been able to generate fully digitized x‐ray beam patterns. Thus,
novel imaging geometry becomes achievable for further investigation.
CNT field emission x‐ray source has been successfully integrated in a compact
micro‐focus tube to supply 100 µm isotropic x‐ray focal spot with 100W power rating.

Equipped with this x‐ray tube, a dynamic single‐beam micro‐CT scanner has been built
and characterized. The single‐beam micro‐CT system is becoming a powerful tool in
longitudinal biomedical research for its free‐breathing live animal gated imaging
capability.
As the development of CT, faster scanning speed and higher screening
throughput becomes more and more desirable. However, the mechanical motion has
become the bottleneck of further scanning speed improvement. Researchers have
proposed various novel x‐ray sources and imaging geometry to answer this challenge
such as EBCT and DSR. These systems have achieved some encouraging progress but
also suffer some intrinsic drawbacks which hinder their further development.
With all the aforementioned unique advantages of our CNT x‐ray source, we
proposed a multi‐beam micro‐CT scanner to test the idea of a gantry free CT geometry
in which multiple x‐ray sources are used to provide sufficient angle coverage for
reconstruction. The overall design and preliminary characterization of this multi‐beam
micro‐CT scanner is demonstrated. A 20‐beam CNT linear x‐ray source is designed and
fabricated to provide micro‐focus x‐rays for fine spatial resolution required in micro‐CT
scanning. A MOSFET based control circuit is built and bundled with a homebrew
LabVIEW software package. With such control electronics, the multiple CNT x‐ray
sources are individual addressable. Different pulsed x‐ray patterns could be easily
generated to suit for different imaging modes with a touch away. With the multi‐beam
linear geometry, our imaging system is able to cover the object from 20 different
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viewing angles without any mechanical motion. In order to test the feasibility of multi‐
beam CT scanning, a mouse carcass is scanned. The results clearly demonstrated the
multi‐beam motion free scanning scheme.
Multiplexing radiography is also investigated with this system. A mouse carcass
is scanned with 7‐beam binary multiplexing radiography. In this imaging mode, multiple
x‐ray beams are switched on simultaneously at each of the 7 imaging cycles. The x‐ray
projections from different angles form a composite image of the object on the detector.
Afterwards, projection data from individual x‐ray beam could be recovered
mathematically from the composite images. At the constant dose mode, 4 times of
speed increase is achieved with the 7‐beam multiplexing. To better understand the
noise propagation in multiplexing. The noise characteristics of our imaging system have
been tested. It has been confirmed that based on our imaging protocol and specific
imaging setting, the system is operated in a photon noise dominant region. Therefore
the speed gain in multiplexing is compensated by the SNR loss compared to sequential
imaging. Multiplexing could still be very useful in applications which require high
screening throughput and dose limited application such as IGRT.
Being the first multi‐beam micro‐CT system based on CNT multi‐beam micro‐
focus x‐ray, this system has been a powerful testing platform for novel imaging
geometry. We fully realize that more work still needs to be done to better prepare this
system for a comprehensive imaging application. A thorough geometry calibration is
needed for the multi‐beam system for the reconstruction, also specific reconstruction
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algorithms are still under investigation. Overall this multi‐beam micro‐CT system still
holds great potential for future investigation and application.
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